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and whether the application to pri
vate uses of funds given without restriction constituted larceny.
If the court ruled favorably to the
defense in the first of these questions
it was generally admitted that the
case practically would be at un end.
Most of the board of managers' case
was built on these three articles.
i
The question of larceny also was a
big one, for, with a few exceptions,
FOR ACCUSED GOV-- contributors whose gifts were not acATTORNEYS
counted for in. the governor's cam"IeRNOR SUCCEED IN OBTAIN- paign statement testified that they
TIME
MORE
ING
had not specified what use the gov
ernor should' make of the money they
WIN
POINT gave him.
AJINGLE
The sudden closing of the case of
the board of managers yesterday came
BE- HOLDS
TESTIMONY
JUDGE
as a surprise to the defense and found
Fo'rE FRAWLEY COMMITTEE
them unprepared for opening their
J
IS NOT EVIDENCE
case.
Doubt was expressed if the
governor's side of the case would get
under way until next week. At all
OTHER
CONTENTIONS events, it was planned to ask for an
adjournment until Monday-
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GIRL SAYS HERMAN
STABBED HER WITH

JONES

ISTHMUS

OEL-RIC-

OF PANAMA IS VISITED

BY STRONG SEISMIC

A DAGGER

IS CAUGHT THEY

OFFICERS
DECLARE,
HE BLEW UP MOUNT
VERNON BRIDGE

WERE

RIDING THE

AUTO

STRUCTURE

HELD

ALLEGED ATTACK SAID TO HAVE ENGINEERING
WORK DID
OCCUR ED UNDER ROMANTIC
SUCCUMB TO VIBRATIONS
CIRCUMSTANCES
THE EARTH

FAST
NOT
OF

GOVERNMENT IS ON THE JOB MOTHER

TO DROP CERTAIN OF
IMPEACHMENT ARTICLES ARE
NIPPED IN BUD

MOTIONS

GIVES EVIDENCE OF CONTINUING
PROSECUTION
OF THE
x
TERMS ARE LENGTHENED
DESTROYERS
Washington, Oct. 2 The terms of
office of the five circuit judges now
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 2. Adjourn- serving on the United States comNew York, Oct. 2. George E. Davis,
ment until Monday afternoon was merce court, which would have end- alias George ODonnell, was arrested
taken in the impeachment trial of ed at once under the provisions pass- by a United States marshal here toGovernor Sulzer today after a few ed recently by the house, have been day on a charge of
blowing up witn
motions made by counsel for the de- extended to December 31, by the sen dynamite a New, Haven railroad
ate appropriations committee.
fense had 'been disposed of.
bridge at Mount Vernon, N. Y., Sep
Isidor J. Kressel, of counsel for the
The committee also endorsed the tember 3, 1911. He is also

assembly managers, read a statement
at the impeachment trial of Governor
Sulzer this afternoon absolving the
New York brokerage firm of Harris
and Fuller of any attempt to change
their books in order to protect the
governor.
The statement, Mr. Kressel said,
was made "gladly on the part of the
councel for the managers, In order
to remove any misconception that
may have been created by the attitude of the managers' attorneys."
At the trial on Tuesday Attorney
Kresel plced considerable emphasis
on an entry in the firm's books which
recorded a "loan" to the governor.
Mr. Fuller took offense at the questioning of the entry and demanded

provisions abolishing the commerce
court and legislating its five judges
out of office, but gave the latter
about three months in which to pre
pare for their retirement.
The senate committee added to the
bill $20,000 for the payment of assistants to the attorney general and
district attorneys in special government cases, $8,540 for a. deficiency in
the fund for the enforcement of antitrust laws and increased the salary of
the assistants to the attorney general
from $7,000 to $9,600.

FLOO BED

TEXAS

charged
with having conspired with the
brothers, Frank M. Ryan and
other officers of the International
Bridge and Structural Won Workers'
jinionto wreck the Mount Vernon arid
other bridges,
,
The marshal asserts that Davis has
confessed.
Davis was arraigned before a United
States commiss.ioner, waived examination, and consented to go to Indianapolis where he is under indictment for
transporting explosives.
In his confession, it is alleged, Davis
has implicated union officials in the
Mount Vernon explosion and other ex- -

ra

'

'
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plosions.
Davis was arrested on the complaint
of Robert J. Foster, a private detep-tiv- e
of Louisville, Ky. Foster charged
that a conspiracy of the McNamara
brothers and 50 other iron workers to
to be used in
STATE
OF transport dynamite
THE NEIGHBORING
of the American
property
wrecking
LOUISIANA ALSO IS SUFFERBridge company, was formed, which
ING SEVERELY
still is in existence.

Hill

FURNISHED

BAIL COMMISSIONERS ARE WORRIED

PLEDGES

HER HOUSE AS SECURITY FOR SON'S APPEAR.
ANCE IN COURT

BUT

NO

NEWS

COMES

OF

DISASTER

FROM GOETHALS,
CHARGE OF WORK

IN

New York, Oct. 2. Arraigned in police court today OEv.a cnarge of felonious assault, Herman Oelrich, son
of the late steamship magnate, was
released on $1,000 bail for hearing
The postponement was
Tuesday.
given on account of complainant, Miss
Luclle Singleton, who Bays she is the
daughter of a Texas mine
owner. The girl alleges that Oeincn,
who was known to her as "Billy
Creighton," had stabbed her Tuesday
night while they were automobile rid-

Washington, Oct. 2. Recorded vi
brations of what evidently was the
earthquake which visited the Panama
canal zone late last night were shown
on the seismograph at the George
town University observatory here.
The vibration lasted from about
11; 35 o'clock until about 10 minutes
after midnight and the motion was
confined to an east and west direction.
The instrument showed that
the earthquake was 2,000 miles or
more distant from here.
"
V
ing.
Major Boggs, in charge of the IsthYoung Oelrich was released shortly mian canal offices in this city, this
after his arrest upon his mother ap morning cabled to Colonel Goethals
pearing at the police' station, and fur at Panama for details of the earth
nished $5,000 bail, giving her $100,000 shock on the isthmus with special
residence as security.
reference to its possible effect on the
Miss Mary' ' Chaiibers, principal of Panama canal. This action was takthe Darlington seminary at west-- i en as a measure of precaution, though
Chester, Pa., where the Singleton girl the officials felt that Colonel
Goesays she attended school, was hunted thals would have advised them very
today as having said over the long dis promptly had the canal suffered any
tance telephone:
substantial injuiry.
"A Miss Lucille Sin SJotoii atten .led
It is recalled at the commission of- tho'BPmlnarv'for S''"l a year and a Hoes 1
hatfroin t i mo, to. - tLui e t h e re
half, and she left last Aprif "orMa'y' have been slight shocks , of earthShe was quiet and one of the most quake experienced in the isthmus, but
studious students. Her registered ad- in no case has there been any damdress was care of Edward Singleton, age whatever to the engineering work,
1404 Wood street, Dallas, Texas."
although a report from these quakes
Miss Lucille Singleton, injured in about two years ago caused considau automobile ride Tuesday night, erable alarm at the time. It is said
did not relate her charges against at the commission offices that very
Hermann Oelrichs, knowns to her as little danger of extensive injury to
-Hilly Creighton," today. The young the canal coulu have been caused by
woman remained in bed suffering any
earthquake of record, not only
wounds which from the varying ver- on the isthmus but in this hemisions of the affair may have been sphere.
.
inflicted with a sharp instrument or
Is conas
As
itself
the
isthmus
far
may have been caused by broken cerned the records which have been
glass from the windshield which was j carefully studied by the canal comdemolished when young Oelrichs, missioners fail to show the occurautomobile was wrecked.
rence of anything more than slight
Dougherty,
Deputy Commissioner
seismic disturbances in that quarter
who has charge of the police end of
as far back as the history of the
Vao cr.o, zzli this afternoon:
Is known. There are standisthmus
"I have learned that Mis Singleton
masonry structures erected
ing
today
received each month a check from
cenries ago, which probably
several
from
were
Dallas, Texas. The checks
would have been destroyed long ago
a man named Smith and were cashed
any considerable earthquake
by
Harby the girl at a drug store in
shock.
,

.

an apology.
Mr. Kressel's statement '. preceded
various motions made by counsel for
thvgovernor to 'strike out certain
testimony. The first motion had t.
do with the introduction of testimony
of Louis A. Sarecky, the governor's
campaign secretary, taken before the
The formal charge against Davis,
San Antonio, Tex., Oct. 2. With
Frawley committee. This was testiwho is an iron worker is that he viorefied .to by the stenographer wiio
the San Antonio river out of its banks
lated the federal law against the
ported it. Mr. Fox contended that and overflowing the downtown disof high explosives on
ms transportation
the stenographer's testimony was tricts of this city to a depth- in
trains
engaged m interpassenger
places of five or six feet, buslnebs in state commerce.
yhearsay.
f Judge Cullen held th-testimony San Antonio was demoralized tins
The complaint asserts that Davis
was hearsay1 and would go out.
morning. The damage will reach sevhis fellow conspirators on Januand
The next motion was to Ptrike out eral hundred thousand dollars. So
1911, transported 45 pounds of
'22,
ary
R.
certain testimony of J.
Gray, the far as is known no lives were lost.
from Bellefontaine, O., to
,ivtinmito
Wall street broker, in regard to a conover the Cleveland di-,
Indianapolis
-,
Meat 8 Growing Scarce
versation he had with F. S. Colwell,
,,,
.
,
"
the governor's alleged Wall street Lake Charles, La., Oct. 2. Lake vloluu
7
30, 1911, it is alleged, Davis
gent. Judge Cullen ruled that the Charles citizens today did not know September
30 pounds of the explosive
carried
of
would
the
a
or
stand.
fall
testimony
whether to expect rise
York city to Mount Vernon,
I As the Sulzer
attorneys were about water that has flooded this city and from New
blew up part of
o move to strike out parts of the a large portion of southwest Louisia- a suburb,. and there
railroad
bridge.
Impeachment on the ground that the na for several days. Reports from the
Foster said that Davis gave him a
were unproved, Judge Cullen in nilTAM imiu. Ttmfa liofv mill. ll!lH
-rival
Ulivc,
laid:
fallen in many places and that the, written common
at
fixed
was
Davis
for
Bail
'
I shall hold that all motions In- river was rising rapidly.' Some of the today.
I i
lem."
ani$loonfound
flood water, however, had
attor- Dr. Kergar of the Knickerbocker
Thirteen Shocks Felt
district
States
United
The
rnuntrv.
ietent evidence must be left until n,niPt tn thA low nr,iri
afternoon
who attended the girl on
out
this
office
hospital,
gave
statement issued this
official
ney's
The
he final submission of the case."
Meat is becoming scarce' here.
to be a synopsis or the night of the automobile accident, afternoon concerning the earthquake
what
riverl
purported
of
the
reports
Notwithstanding
he held a conference with the police this
shows that the first tremor was not
intended tp move to strike out ar-- rising above here the water began Ravin' confession. It said that
afternoon.
noticeable except on the seismograph,
licles 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8, on the ground receding at noon, It is believed the naci none a
rail-- !
"I found several cuts on the young at the Ancon
tor, N.J. had blown up an Erie
hat "the testimony concerning them crest has passed.
observatory. It occurhad woman's bosom,'' he said. "One of
at Garrison. N.
mad hriil-rJs not worthy of
o'clock
red
f:40
at
consideration."
yesterday afterto blow up the Blackwell s Is- - these may have been inflicted with noon. The next and greatest shock
'Pitted
'
Ruined
lowever, he said, he would bow to
Bridges
Many
wrecked a knife or other sharp instrument, was
from land bridge in this city; had
felt at 11:25 last night, between
l ,he ruling of the presiding judge, but
Dallas, Tex., Cct.
e
a
N.
hut I believe it was caused by conY.;
at
Pelham,
bridge
a,
of
the
that
the
indicate
and 5:18 this morning, eleven
Texas
in
then
privilege
cities
several
making
fequested
and Ohio bridge at Bradshaw. tact with the glass of the windshield other tremors were recorded.
notions later IT necessary.
from floods resulting from
in the North through which she was hurled. That
Judge Herrlck then announced that most unprecedented rainfall probably Md.; the Chelsea Pier
The violence of the vibration at
iounsel for the governor were not will exceed $1,000,000. Railroads have river here; had deslroyed materials is what she told me. It is impossible
o'clock last night was so great
s
to say with certainty how the cuts 11;24
Irepared to go on with the case and lost many bridges. Rice and other In the yards of the Pennsylvania
threw off the seismograph and
that
it
ad at Philadelphia; wrecked a draw- were inflicted."
sked for adjournment until Monday
have suffered and lumbering
an exact record of its
consequently
uuifternoon.
brulge over the Bronx nvei, ami
A
an,,n,wpst
tDv,,
"
11
AUO tllll
hvmi
OWUIIIVWUIVJIU
not obtainable. It apwas
duration
Father Known in Taos
iii Perthamhoy, Somerset,
j
sua-- : 1,ar
"We are in no condition to go cn Louisiana has been practically
from 20 to 25 seconds.
lasted
parently
2.
Edwin
SingleI.
Oct
Dallas, Tex.,
Mass., and Providence, R.
ith the case at this time," he said, j pended.
showed the common
instruments
The
Foster, the detective who caused ton, father of Lucile Singleton, who
(,Iy associate, Mr. Hinman. who is
of
of
the shocks to be to
origin
Oelthe arrest, has been employed by the was reported stabbed by Herman
11. rtnwlMinnil
iT,
open the case, has broken down
Crops Badly Damaged
'
mo
ol
association and rich Tuesday night, today denied that
Ran ATarcns. Tex.. Oct.. 2. Mood National Erectors"
jf we adjourn until Monday, only four
the canal
dam
and
8eaThe
Gatun
a
his daughter had been attacked
touna gUUiy m muiaiiuy..
sours will be last and I can assure ,1,
tntnlinsr at least. S2SO.O0O was w
no injurysustained
lodes
absolutely
had
a
he
HUU
telegram
01 d!,s"l"L
reported, declaring
jhe court that we can use that dim? reached in this section during
Investigation at Panama showea
1o
President. Ryan from her conveying this information.
profitably that the case will be !mRt 24 hours from an unprecedented tery on the person of
more damage had been done than
ot
that
saic'.
he
The telegram assured him,
shortened.
The witness with whom f.tage in the -- an Marcos and Blanco of the International Association,
believed. Al- it
had
been, at first
received
had
been
Workers.
Iron
her
J o intend to' lead off is not here."
when;
Structural
and
injuries
rivers, which now form a large lake, Bridge
were
no
walls
seriously im
tfte automobile was wrecked in a col- though
j Motion' was then put and carried Several steel railway
bridges have
in sevcracks
known
had
appeared
Miss
slight
lision.
paired
Arrested
Official
Union
Singleton
;t
adjourn the case until Monday af-- t collapsed and railroad traffic practicOct. 2. Harry Jones, Oelrich for some time under the name eral concrete pavings, particularly on
rnoon at 2 o'clock.
Indianapolis,
ally fs suspended.
1
secretary and treasurer oi' the Inter- of "Creighton," her father said, hav- Twelfth street near Santa Ana Place.
Sulzer Defense Planned
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Final plans for the defense In the
Sulzer Impeachment case were drawn
jOday tn a long conference between
attorneys and the governor. Following their rule the lawyers made no
tatements, but it was believed their
first step would be to ask for a ruling from the court on two things
lie constitutionality of Articles 2 and
j

3

national Bridge and Structural Iron ing been Introduced to him by a mutual friend. She has been in New
York studying music since she left
Darlington seminary, said Mr. Singleton.
He will leave for New York tomorrow. He is a mining man whose interest are in the Taos district of New

Workers, wag arrested here today by
LODGE OUT OF DANGER
a
Nuhant, Mass., Oct. 2. United a deputy United States marshal on
States Senator Henry Cabot Lodge charge of conspiracy. Jones, it is
maintained today the improvement said, is implicated in tffS confession
shown in his condition yesterday. His of George E. Davis, who was arrested
physicians said that danger of seri- in New York today.
ous results from his recent operation had now passed.
(Continued on Page Five.)

Mexico.

EUCBATS

UNTTEI

QN TARIFF

Bl

r
CAUCUS OF YESTERDAY RESULTS
IN AGREEMENT OF VARIOUS
VARIOUS FACTIONS

Washington, Oct. 2. Democratic
for the conference report on
the tariff bill appeared to be united
when the senate today began the
final consideration of the democratic
revision of the measure. The
caucus of yesterday, which had
threshed out the differences within
party ranks and brought about unanimous support of the conference
led Chlrman Simmons of the
finance committee, to hope that there
would be little delay in securing final
action on the bill.
Republican senators had not disclosed the extent of their proposed
criticism of the conference
report
when the day's work began In the
senate.
A fruitless attempt further to dewas
lay consideration of the bill
made by Senator Penrose. He declared that the printed copies of the
bill as amended by the conference
committee furnished to the senate
were useless.
"The reading of this conference report is a farce," he asserted. "We
have no available copy of the. bill by
which we can tell what was done
This bill was
in the conference.
prepared in secret conference and
caucus by the majority. So far as
the minority members are concerned,
they might as well have been in
China. It is due to the American laborer and the American manufacturers,
that when this tariff guillotine falls,
it shall fall with due solemnity and
decorum."
Senator Penrose moved that consid
eration of the report go "over until a
special print could be made, but this
was laid on the table by a vote of
33 to 16.
Senators Penrose and
Simmons engaged in a rather heated
passage about "secrecy in the prepa
ration of legislation."
"The senator from T nnsylvania
has had enough to do with the preparation of tariff bills in secret at
the dictation of the special interests
Three hours after last night's dis- to be an authority rn that subject,'
turbance one of the Central and' South remarked Senator Simmons iri reply
American cables broke about 150 to the criticism of democratic memiles north of Panama. This may thods.
havo been a coincidence or the result
Senator Penrose made every possiof the shocks. The break caused no ble objection to the various' amendinconveniece to the cable company's ments as thoy were considered and
traffic. The earthquake appears to delayed the progress of the bill ran
havo been of a submarine character. j terially.
1

-

has resulted.
iieports of damage in the interior
towns"of the Panama republic began
to com613nue' this aftefTioT5ri. The
earthquake appears to have been particularly violent in the province of
Los Santos, where the government
palace in the city of Los Santos was
wrecked and the police station badly
cracked.
At Truarcirco Villa one house was
ruined and two others fell down.
The towers of the churches at
and Los Tablas were wrecked.
In the latter place several other buildings were destroyed.
At Pese the village priest called
his congregation into the church, but
the people were ordered out again hy
woman
the civil authorities.
One
died of fright In Penonome.
Reports received by the Panama
government from the province of
Chiriqul indicate that the earthquake
was severe In that section, but that
the damage was small. The schools
In the city of Panama were ordered
closed today in anticipation of further
shocks. The siesmic disturbance does
appear to hav extended far to the
'
west or the north.
Wireless advices from Boreas del
Tero, a port near the Costa Rican
boundary, state that the town was
badly shaken, but no material damage
resulted.
From Port Limon, Costa Rica,
comes the news that the earthquake
was scarcely noticeable in that coun
try.
If the disturbance was more serious
anywhere it must have been in some
of the West Indian islands or Ecuador.
at
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THAT

E 1RTHQUAKE

The oiuy serious damage to buildings la the city ot Panama was the
shaking down or boiM of the plaster
and fresco interiors ot the famous
Santo Domingo church.
Colonel Goethals has received re- ports Iroin every part of the canal
tenitory, stating that no damage wnat-leve-
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all-da-

CHARGE
HARRY

L. WELLS,

MARRIED

IN

RATON

APYESTERDAY,
PREHENDED HERE

HAS

WIFE

A

IN

DENVER

THIS IS REPORT THAT CWSED
THE BRIDEGROOM ALL HIS
TROUBLE

RE

DENIES

HIS

GUILT

HIS BRIDE, REMAINS LOYAL AND
REFUSES TO BELIEVE MAN
IS GUILTY
Deputy Sheriff Pierce Murphy this
morning placed a man who says he la
Harry L. Wells of New York city under arrest on the chargo of bigamy.
Officer Murphy acted on the request
of the sheriff of Colfax county mado
last night
.
Wells was married1 In Raton yesterday morning to Miss Nina Hunter of
that city, and left for Las Vegas at
once. Soon after Mr. and Mrs. Wells
had left Raton a report spread about
that city that Wells had a wife living
In Denver. H. J. WrJgnt, stepfather
of Mrs. Wells, the'made the complaint and caused the arreSt of the
young man here this morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Wells were married
in the presence of Mrs. Wells' stepfather, according to a statement from
Wells this morning, and there was
nothing secret about the affair. Wells
is engaged in the advertising business
and has been employed in" that line
since his fjrrlval here yesterday afternoon. A deputy ghciiff from Colfax
arrive-.- in Las
county doubtless
Vegas 'this1 e'yenlnr jmd".take Wells'
back to Raton, wherelie may face the"
charge of bigamy. His wife will accompany him.
Mr. Wells is a newspaper roan. This
morning, following- his arrest, in com
pany with Officer Murphy he visited
The Optic office and gave his tide
of the story. Ho stated the arrest
was not causing him the least worry,
for he is innocent and sees no possible
chance of his being found guilty Of
the crime. Mr. Wells Is a short chap-interesting- and businesslike in his.
manner. His wife is extremely handsome and attractive.
Wells staunchly denied the bigamy story and is sure that the matter will be settled within a short time
after his arrival in Raton. The only
thing that apparently bothers Mr,
Wells is that he will lose several dollars and much valuable- - time, being
forced to go to Raton.
Mrs. Wells stated that eho
greatly surprised at her husband's arrest, but was absolutely sure the bigamy charge was due to a report started by some jealous person. Mr. anil
Mrs. Wells are each 23 years oi aga
and Wells apparently was the lucky
bidder over several other suitors for
Mrs. Wells' hand. This, Wells believes, has caused the trouble.
WTells is on his way to California
and is stopping at all cities by the
way and selling advertising matter.
He recently was employed by tho
Rocky Mountain New3 at Denver as
an editor and has held positions with
several other large newspapers, according to his statement. Mrs. Wells
has been a resident ot Raton for ttie
past several years and has known
Mr. Wells for several years.
'""-"--

TO

EXTEND

.

MARKET

Atlantic City, N. J., Oct. 2. Because keener competition Is expected
in foreign made goods through the
new tariff law that is about to be
enacted, manufacturers attendins the
meeting of the National Association
of Manufacturers were warned to'lay
tn wake up and start a campaign i.
ether lands for the 8t! of American
made goods. The manufacturers were
addressed by William Whittrtm of
New York on "Tho Ne v T tariff an
Foreign Competition."
MINERS

ARE

ARRESTED

Calumet, Mich;, Cct.
the AlWuze m'm in Kckprpw cm1
to ytodnv resulted n
of
supposed copper v.tir.nrs.
r--

'

UAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TWO

THURSDAY,

OCTOBER 2, 1913.

net a weight and dignity that made it
the more attractive. With the gown
there was a little cap of the spangled
ESTABLISHED 1879.
net, and an opera bag to match, lined
'
silk.
with golden-yelloor
materNo
matter
the
what
style
Published By
ial of the gown may be, the neck is
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
left open. The high square or rolled
Medici collar has had Its day. EveryNew York, October 2. Many of the! Grap in all possible shades is one of
(Incorporated.)
is copied after the eighteenth
latest importations for autumn and the colors of the season. Pearl gray thing
English portraits. The neckcentury
is
winter wear show the lowered waist
being most successfully combined wear is
.....EDITOR term a proper apprpach.
M. M. PADGETT
high in the back and
arranged
line which gives to the feminine fig- with white velvet and ermine for reallow in front. The V has been replacBarriug these exceptions, however, ure a
curiously boyish aspect. The ly rich tea gowns, and a deep shade ed to some extent by the U and by
it is a fact that most bachelors nowwomen of Paris are adopt- of somber gray Is being very much
fashionable
the colonial decolletage which is close
WSYJ,"
adays are deliberate bachelors. But
waistline quite free- used for mantles in conjunction with
lowered
this
ing
than
numerous
to the neck at the shoulder line and
are
more
little
they
fox. All shades
and at some of the fashionable wa- bands of smoke-graruns out over the bust to a sharp
the bachelor girls of the country who ly
of rich blue are in demand1 in such
on each side.
Entered it the postoffice at East have decided it is more pleasant to tering "places many of the smartest
coatees
materials as velours de laine and lib- point
In
blouse
women
transfor
appeared
Lae Vegas, New Merico,
This outline, however, is never left
work in an office or In a'stora all
a boy's erty cashmere. Costumes in these mamission through the United States their lives rather than make a home which were fashioned like
undisturbed. It is filled In with tulle,
down to terials are trimmed with bands of sable
came
belt
waist
The
smock.
or lace, or net, not always ia white,
malls is second class matter.
for some man.
the seams or of black fox, and the craze of the for black has become
Unmarried men and women are the line of the hips and
quite the smart
almost
were
arms
the
straight. moment seems to be for Chinese emunder
more
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use.
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to
the
more
numerous
States
It
United
trying than
thing
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in broideries of the finest description.
in keeping with the
now than ever before. If they This is one of the very latest ideas
is
it
but
white,
'
right
Carrier
Dally, by
In this day of charming negligee
desire for all black or all white and
05 were all of the sort as the letter writ- Paris, j
Per Copy
shoulder scarf can be transferred
made
any
are
belts
being
These
lowered
not
above
would be nothere
er
a mixture Qf the two.
16
quoted
One Week
as into part of a negligee. All that is
to worry about. He is not a in many different materials, such
these open necks women wear
With
65
thing
One Month
in a pale wine color necessary for the trans formatiqi is a a band of black velvet ribbon which
leather
supple
is
at
heart.
to
He
bachelor
17.60
trying
One Year
of tulle, a yard or two of ribbon,
blame city life for his own shortcom- richly embroidered in ralsedilks and wisp
sometimes has pendants of oblong
Daily, by Mall
a
artificial flowers and a little
few
of
make
a
or
in
small
heavy
heads,
stones such as jade, or
in
If
the
he
he
lived
ings.
country
One Year
or mull.
The scarf
would long for the city, where there linen worked over with, fine wool, or satin, net, silk
matrix, or Irish topaz, or
turquoise
09
3
can be formed into puffed or flowing
glx Months
were more than enough girls to go again in peau de soie embroidered in
pink quartz. Sometimes a single locksleeves, put into a satin jacket, which et is worn frequently ornamented
These
mixed.
silks
and
floss
wools
around.
in ties with ends made from the ends of
But the unmarried are not all of this curious belts are always arranged
with a monogram or crest !n small
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
the scarf, while the middle part of the
the
circle
manner
that they
GROWER
sort. Many of them are men and such a
diamonds set in fine design of plali- the
scarf
is
used
for
sleeves;
in
front
fastened
are
and
women who deliberately turn
they
from hips
num thread.
One Year
Or, the negligee can be made with a
When one does not wish to leave
the picture of the great American with a handsome; buckle.
Six Months
For early autumn afternoon dresses chiffon panel back and front, takea the neck uncovered, one stretches a
home for lives of celibacy. Such may
from the scarf, held together with
suebit of tulle across the opening
really constitute a menace. Joplin mousseline de soie is being very
with, tiny roses tight
iCasU in Advance for Mall Subscrip- Globe.
it above the collar bone
finishes
Icessfully combined with Shantung pleated tulle, trimmed
and
mations.)
The new makes of Shantung are hea made from little ends of the scarf
narrow strip of seed pearls
a
with
to use a scarf on
Remit by draft, check or. money
vy in texture and wonderfully supple. terial. Another way
DRUG TRADE EXHIBITION
and sometimes cut jet. When the
to
It loosely at woman has a chest which is neither
is
fasten
a
usnegligee
intend
If sent otherwise we will not
dressmakers
New York, Oct. 3. An exhibition The Parisian
each sleeve, just as a scarf. The ef- full nor
fr responsible for low.
and conference at which the latest de- - ing Shantung very freely for autumn
white, she may build up the
so produced Is charming and adds
on
fect
Is
free
and
it
Specimen copies
lower part of the decolletage with
velopments in the drug trade are to and even winter costumes,
to the picturesque effect.
thin folds of tulle, which is qu'te atbe demonstrated was opened in the especially effective in a peculiar
; -- de of
Old shawls last year were made tractive.
Grand Central Palace todav and will
oopiV red.
Afternoon gowns intended for res- over into interesrwie evening cloaks.
AT be continued for one week. The af
Velvet is to be much used this year
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softly
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taurant
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fair
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joint auspices
THE EXPIRATION OF
silk were reaily beau of
various national, state and local of this material with pleated tunics with
girdles, colalrs and cuffs it will be
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corsage,
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still
are
Pimple in outline and design.
Mississippi and
Last spring an interesting evening Zlbeline and chinchilla are favorite
the Interstate boundary line near the waist belt, there Were some heauhere today and took part in the dedi- tiful Chinese embroideries ana tne gown of net and spagles was exhibited. materials far the coat of the little
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in for the
of a boulder monument mark- - fronts turned back over a chemisette It was before net had come
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Business Office
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Main
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spot
by
News Department
One of the most popular dressmak- nmiiahiv eiilov for a long time. The are buttoned from collar to belt with
trace was run when it was opened
hitt
is
ciress showed a foundation of plain big bone or velvet buttons.
using
in the French capital
as a mail route in 1791. The oil
- fon cloth and plain chiffon together white net, but it was almost complete
cena
waa
in
use
A coat suit, with straight, short
for
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nearly
highway
correct
tury and traces of it still exist. The; for indoor dresses, mis cumuiuat.. ly covered with Egyptian gauze scarfs,
jacket and plaited skirt, is
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and
a
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disks
pale
with
With
it is
gilt
tiny
wat:
looks
charming
spangled
monument to mark its location
very
for the little schoolgirls.
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at
erected by the Daughters of the Am-- 1 of gray with a touch of vivid color - cents. The result was an elaborate worn a soft silk shirtwaist, with long
HEALTHY
hand- and rich evening gown. The spangles
erican Revolution of Mississippi and the waist belt and some really
sleeves, turnover collar and silk tie.
shimmered in every light and gave the
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some lace on the chemisettes.
Alabama.
the
HflA-iii0 been foremost among
states of the nation in providing
safeguards against the spread of dis
ease in the shipment, of dead bodies,
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dangerous
suffering
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Santa Fe, Oct. 2. The state corpormaladies from one state to another, 'm
commission today made a proation
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Dr. Crumbine, of the Kansas board
F. C. Fox, general manager of
to
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nf hp; Mh. has recommended that the
& S. F., against the closing
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A.,
T,
railm: :1s rim snecial hospital cars
at Dona Ana, a short
station
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the
upon certain days, a practice which
below
Las Cruces. This acdistance
certa.'uiy would be conducive to the
followed protests to the commistion
comfort ar.d welfare of passengers
sion from patrons of the station. Acm
tuberculosis and oth
Biil'feri!'"
to report, the Santa Fe had
cording
er diseases of a contagious nature,
that it would close the staannounced
as well s a safeguard to the public.
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The doctor suggests that such a car
Arrested
Bootleggers
Alleged
3 o
run from Chicago to such points
mounted policeJ. H. McHughes
as
the
destinare
in the southwest
man, and J. E. Hestand, special agent
ations of those persons seeking the
in the internal revenue
ervlce, ardrier
benefit of higher altitudes and
yesat
county,
rested
McKinley
perea,
air. There is considerable merit in
men who are accused of
four
terday
his suggestion, although' there is
No details of the arrests
bootlegging.
some doubt, as to its being put into
names
of the men have been
nor
the
practical use under present conreceived here yet. It. is said the men
ditions.
were engaged in the illicit selling of
In this connection it might be menin the McKinley county lumber
liquor
tioned that between 7,nr0 and S,000
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: r '
camps.
I
persons in the dangerous stages of
Roosevelt County Schools
tuberculosis pass through Kansas on
Mrs. S. V. Culberson county super
i
t
't
I
i
paThe
her railroad lines annually.
tients travel in Pullman and chair
cars and sit and sleep side by sid3
with the other passesgers. One man
CAPITAL PAID. IN
told Dr. Crumbine that he rode from
$100,000.00
Topeka to Dodge City in a Pullman
car and he was the only passenger
Annot affected with tuberculosis.
other said there were eleven cases in
J
m..
. t.
......
Jh.
f.
L L.
LAJi a--.
one var eleven victims out of thirty-thre- e
passengers.
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SCENE FROM "BOUGHT AND PAiD FOR" WHICH OPENS SEASON AT DUNCAN TONIGHT
Young j
en frequently know better.
In particular,
know that
women,
there are men who are not married
merely because
they haven't s the
nerve to court a girl. Sometimes
such men gaze from afar In abject
desadoration and finally, in
peration, rush in and make a proposal
when they haven't one chance in a
hundred for acceptance because they
haven't made what a salesman would

FADS AND
FASHIONS

Of Style Quality and Comfort
FOR MEN, WOEN vnd CHILDREN P
FOR. ME

style and the greatest possible value for your money.

$3.50 to $6.00

i

semi-precio-

j

FOR. WOMEN
lhe Ultra",
Kosenwald's Special" and the "Hanar'
shoes constitutes our line of women's footwear, giving us tfle
largest and best variety of stylish shoes for women in the citry;
In all of these lines you will find style and comfort combined
to a maximum degree and a quality unequaled in any otlaer
line. All sizes, widths and leathers.

$2.50 1

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

are all that could be desired. The best of stvle. greatest
fort and unequaled wearing qualities.

65c to S3. 50
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"Jimmie" was a cad, and in real life unusual artistic ability he gave in the
After having pleased large audier- ces at El Paso, Albuquerque and
are more disgusting than amus- - opening act. Richman appeared in the
ta Fe, the members of the "Bought ,ng As comedy material, they're orlginal Production in New York and
was accorded warm praise by the dra- and Paid For" company, which will
great In fact' Jimmle was 80 ca,,"matic critics at that time. Kathleen
perform at the Duncan opera house
BO pissish, that one almost McDonnel
takes the part of the poor
tonight, arrived in the city this after- - !'uiKU. all1
,
The company is made up of liled him. His
noon.
having girl, who finds that all is not gold
actors who know their business. It been promoted from a "Hello" girl to that glistens, and although she was
a member of the original
r
has won the approval of audiences all the wife of a millionaire", Jimmie ,nro-:ncoeds (o regard the profits of the pany, plays the part with sufficiently
the southwest.
The following article descriptive of ftansacHcti as largely his own. His modulated expression,
A clever hit' of character work was
the performance of "nought and Paid manipulations of the assets furnisilied
.Japanese servant portrayed by Al
For" in Albuquerrjue Tuesday night; tne fun and kept the audience waver-'thbetween the vale of tears and len Atweli, also with the original pre-na- l
ls taken from the Albuquerque Jour-Mnsentation. Mips Nordstrom also ap- of yesterday morning:
pleasanter paths of comedy.
For, in spite of Jimmie and his peared In the New York production.
It isn't often that there comes to
The st;'.re construction left nothing
Albuquerque such a company as the commonplace wife Marie Nordstrom
one appearing at Elks' theater last carried the role and got everything to the imagination in the way of gorevening in "Bought and Paid For." there was out of it. "Bought and geous general and particular effects.
ls
for beautiful
and it is not every year that a play Paid For," as it's title implies,
Ample opportunity
at once so powerful, so moving, so really a serious and interesting drama, settings was regarded likewise the
amusing and so well acted, comes to! The sort that wrings the moist opportunity for a lavish sartorial dishandkerchief of emotion and the play.
the modern stage.
It was a joy, and one James Gilley hearts of sympathetic audiences.
"Bought and Paid For" is likely to
Charles Richman admirably acted grow in popularity and declare big
as conceived by the author and played by William ITarrigan, the fountain the millionaire, confirming in the dividends to large audiences for a
from which the joy flowed.
strong second scene the impression of long time to come.

Po baehr'rjrs have a harder time in
the ( iiy ;l:an in the country? A hard-ea- r
time, that is, to get over being
bachelors? Something of the sort
is indicated by a wail from oue of
tho tribe in a. letter printed in a
Knrsas City purer.
"Tt sces in this modern business
has any time except
wo; Id nr:
for bus 'r": :," he writes. "Love and
hurries are minor considerations.' The
stranger l);s little chance in a big
city. Bachelors are often the creatures of circumstances and there
would not he so many .df them if
there were more opportunities of becoming acquainted with young
eti. I have been here several months
and have met very few young women."
It Is a rather common impression
that all bachelors are bachelors solely from preference. This is
ly the idea of the married man. Worn-- ,
ep-'cia!-

&

Estoblidied

1862

South SidoRaja

intendent of schools for Roosevelt!
county, has forwarded to the state educational department the report of
the schools in that county. According
to this report which embraces 39 districts employing 56 teachers, school
will be held in four districts for the
full nine months, in five districts
there will be seven months school, in
five districts there will be six months
school, 24 will hold five months and
one will run but three months. There
are 2,523 children of school age In the
county according to the 1913 census.
The 56 teachers draw monthly the
sum of $3,155 or an average of $5fi.40
each.

last seen of him was on Sunday aft.
ernoon at the camp he and Lou Graham, had made near Jack Harris'
place in Hell canyon. Reddinger was
left in camp with a shotgun by the
others of the party and Monte Grande
and a friend, 'who had driven out from
town. When they returned the shot--

1

gun and an overcoat were missing.
Grande went out again Monday tol
look for his gun but failed to flndl
it. Sam Gordon went out yesterday
to look for Reddinger but found no
trace of him. When he returned a
search party, which left this after
noon, was organized This ppfty waa
composed of Frank Quier, Sam Gor-don, Daniel O'Bannon, C. Grande an
Fred Lyon. The men were equipped
with bedding and supplies for several
days and expect to scour the countn
near the camp until they locate Red
dinger alive or dead.
It is feared that he ha3 fallen ove:
a cliff somewhere and been so bad!?;
hurt that he could not return tft
camp, perhaps so badly that he ha
i

Notaries Appointed
Governor William q. McDonald, yesterday appointed the following persons
notaries: Lawrence A. Tamme, East
Las Vegas, and E. L. Love of Hager-man- ,
N. M.

Work About Over
,
The board of equalization is rapidly completing its labors and will probably hold its last session this afternoon. As predicted yesterday, the
board will probably issue an order today to the assessors asking them to
put on the tax rolls of the various
counties, the property involved in
transfers in 1912 and 1913, which the
railroad accountants could not locate
on the, rolls. This amounts to over a
$1,000,000 for the two years.
'

died.

Reddinger is a single man. Fof
tea years, past he has. worked for
Frank Kirster. cigar manufacturer,
Little was known of him as he was
rather silent and retiring fellow.

They Make You Feel Good
The pleasant purgative effect pro
duced by Chamberlain's Tablets' am
LOST IN MOUNTAINS
the healthy condition of body ant'
,
2.
wen
Oct.
Redding-erAlbuquerque,
mind which they create make on.'
45 years qf age, a cigarmaker, is feel
joyful. For sale by all dealers
lost in tho Manzano mountains. The
Adv.
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we have the popular
Douglas" and "Crosbett" rnalss in
these two lines we can meet the lequirements of all, no taatter
what your personal ideas may be every desirable shapdvall
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short interruption during the funeral
services. If there was need for any
evidence to prove that the city, that
meansfjthe great bulk of the people
of Greater New York held their chief
executive in high esteem, such
in a conclusive form was furnished by the universal manifestation
of sorrow over Mayor Gaynor's death,
is displayed at the fune-a- l. Practically all business was at a standstill dur-- i
the greater part of the day and
around the city hall, in the
streets
tie
vicinity of Trinity church and the
sheets through which the funeral profession passed, were packed with
colntless thousands of citizens, desir-oti- j
to give expression by their pres- and dignified attitude to their
sorrow over his demise. De
tuis Nil Nisi Bene Mayor uaynor
r

..ill

ill.

J

i

t

if

he had his faults and shortcomings
like every other human being, but his,
faults were not those of a pygmy
they did not interfere with his greatness as a man and as the head of a
great municipality.'1
i
Dr. M. G. Schlapp of the
Hospital, which is the clearing
house for defectives of the city, has
made the statement that ' there are
15,000 mentally defective children and
adults in New York City and more
than 35,000 in the state of New York.
That is a rather disquieting statement and health authorities of the
city ajpd the state will do well to
give to this matter serious consideration. Dr. Schlapp considers this state
of things a great danger to the commonwealth. Xbt only is it an established fact that a large percentage of
criminals come from the defective
class, but it is also clearly understood
that through unrestrained intermar
riage between defectives crimi'ial
gtrains, insanity and vicious tendencies are" transmitted to a steadily
increasing number of descendants. Dr.
Schlapp points to the fact that the
state Institutions are capable only to
aocommodate about 6,000 of these defectives and that some provision
should be made to establish additional
"
institutions for the segregation of defectives. He also advocates strongly
the passage of laws that would make
the segregation and detention of defectives compulsory and would prevent their being turned loose upon the
community at the 'whim of their
friends and relations as in the case
at present.
e

Every Woman Cast Loving Glance at
the Nestling Cuddled in it Bonnet.

IS READY FOR

heart naturally responds to
the charm and sweetness of a pretly child,
and more bo
than ever before since
the advent of Mother's Friend.

COURT

ress and the people of Montlcello are
enjoying a good time while the war
lasts. For a long time there was but
one moving picture house in Monti-cellHaving the field all to itself
the house made on specia' efforts to
attract patronage. Some time ago,
however, a New Jersey company built
another moving picture house in
o
and soon there was keen rivalry between the two theatres. One of
the houses began the war by advertising six reels and the other house
came back by offering seven reels.
Then the first house advertised eight
reels and the rival house promptly answered the challenge by advertising
eleven reels and steam heat. To out
do their competitor the owners of the
other house engaged two operators
and advertised an
show, inviting their patrons to stay as long as
they pleased. The house was packed
unlil daylight. Nobody can tell how
far this rivalry would have gone, had
it not been for the Ice cream and restaurant men who found that
movies
materially interfered with
their business. They joined in a petition to the authorities of the town,
to prohibit,
moving picture houses
from showing more than six reels.
This put a tefnporary "to; to' the rivalry of the two houses,' but until the
village council passes the ordinance
and ice
desired by the restaurant
cream men,' the people of Montlcello
will continue, to enjoy the benefits of
this merry war.
Mon-ticell-

lit

V

This ig a most wonderful external help
to the muscles and tendons. It. penetrates
the tissues,, makes them plinnt to readily
yield to nature's demand for expansion,
so there Is no longer a period of pain, discomfort, straining, nausea or other symptoms so often distressing during the anxloua
weeks of expectancy.
Mother's intend prepares the system for
the coming event, and its use brinss comfort, rest and repose during the term. This
has a most marked influence upon the baby,
since it thug Inherits a splendid growing
system of nerves and digestive function.
And particularly to young mothers is this
famous remedy of Inestimable value.
It
enables her to preserve her Ileal t li and
strength, and she remains a pretty mother
by having avoided all the suffering and
danger that would otherwise accompany
eucli an occasion.
Mother's Friend thoroughly lubricates every nerve, tendon and
muscle Involved and is a sure preventive
for caking of the breasts.
You will find this splendid remedy on
sale at all drug stores at .$1.00 a bottle,
and is highly recommended for the purpose.
Write Uradtield Regulator Co.. l.'tl Lamar
Iildg.. Atlanta, (Ja., and they will mail you
sealed, a very Justructlvu lwiA fur expectant mothers.

call was tor him, F c. Waldman took
the message. Not until then did he
discover that it was addressed to S.
C. Waldman and not intended for him.
Be returned the message to the
page, and his curiosity having been
aroused he left his unfinished meal
and followed the page, who continued
his search for S. C. Waldman. At
last, an elderly man claimed the message and his namesake introduced
himself to him and explained why he
had opened the message. The two
Waldmans conversed a few minute's
While New York is overwhelmed and
presently, to the surprise of the
with candidates for the position of other
persons in the lobby, the two
mayor, Milltown, N. J., is in the pegray haired men embraced each other.
culiar predicament of having three j
They had found that they were broth
tickets in the field for the coming ers who had been
separated more
election without a candidate for may- than 40
years. More than 40 years
or on any of them. The present mayago they had left Berlin after the
or of Milltown, Conrad Richter, could
death of their parents and embarked
have things all his own way, but ow- in a
sailing vessel for Australia. The
ing to ill health he has refused to be ship was wrecked off the Australian
Efforts coast and the crew
a candidate for
and passengers
were made by each of the three par- were forced to take to the boats. The
ties in the field to induce someone boats became
separated and as the
to accept a nomination for the mayor- two
boys were in separate boats and
alty, but nobody seemed anxious for were landed at different points, they
the honor and the result is that all could not find each other and gave
tickets had to be printed without, giv- each other up for lost. While one of
ing the name of a candidate for may- the brothers remained in Australia
or. The voters will have to fill in the
the other returned to Europe and
names of their respective choice for
to Berlin, when he is now
eventually
mayor and it is believed Mayor Rich- established in business. They never
ter will be
against his will saw each other again until they met
and desire.
by accident in the lobby of the Hotel
Astor.
A Marvelous Escape
"My little boy had a marvelous escape," writes P. F. Bastiams of Prince
Albert, Cape of Good Hope. "It occurred in the middle of the night. He
got a very severe attack of croup.
As luck would have it, I had a large
bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy in the house. After following
the directions for an hour and twenty
minutes he was through all danger."
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Mammy now uses Calumet Baking- Powder instead of sour milk and
kind, because it is more convenient
soda, or the cheap and
because she knows from experience that the baking will be lighter,
daintier and more uniformly raised that it will keep fresh longer.
Calumet is certain of good results it is purer and more wholesome
than the cheap
kind, and more economical in the end.
Give Calumet one trial. If it fails to give you absolute satisfaction
return it and get your money back. If you don't get Calumet you don't
,
get the best.
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RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
Paris Exposition, France, March, 1812
World's Para Food Exposition, Chicago, 1H.
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Ground Rules, too, Will Not Be Resorted to at the World's Series
Games Between New York and Philadelphia Next Week Lists
of Eligible Players of Both Clubs Are Announced, Together
With Schedule and Full Details of Prices of Seats and Other
Information Dear to the Hearts of the Fans.

AFTER MANY DELAYS THE MURDER MYSTERY
WILL
BE
PROBED TO THE BOTTOM

NEW MEXICO MEDICAL SOCIETY
HOLDS SESSION IN THE
DUKE CITY

Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 2. Everything is said to be in readiness for
the trial before the present term of
the criminal court of Dr. William B.
Craig, dean of the Indiana Veterinary
college, and Alonzo M. Ragsdale, a lo
cal undertaker, jointly indicted by
the Marion county grand jury on the
charge of having murdered Dr. Hel-enKnabe during the night of October 23, 1911. The case had originally been set for June 23, but went
over because the lawyers for the defense had appealed to Judge Markey
for more time to prepare the defense.
The prosecution has been ready for
a long time and it is not believed
that the court will grant any further
delays upon the request of the defense unless some good reason is

Albuquerque, Oct. 2. The thirty-seconannual megting of the New
Mexico Medical society convened this
morning at 9 o'clock at the Commercial club for a three days' session, and
doctors in bunches are here for what
promises to be the largest and most
profitable state medical gathering to
date. Following registration of delegates the meeting of the council and
house of delegates,' President L. S.
Peters of Silver City formally called
the convention to order at 10 o'clock.
There was an invocation by Rev. C.
O. Beckman, welcome
address by
Mayor Sellers for the city and Dr. G.
S. McLandress
for the Bernalillo
County Medical society; response to
address of welcome by Dr. J. H.
Wroth, and President Peters' annual
address on "Medical Legislation, and
the Laity."
The afternoon was devoted to medical papers and discussions.
'
In the evening visiting doctors and
ladies will be given an auto ride' by
the county society and later entertained by the Dr. Cipes sanitarium.
On Friday following a day of papers and discussions, the visiting physicians will be entertained at a stag
smoker by the Elks while the ladies
Saturday
go to the picture shows.
will see further papers and discussions, election of officers, afuT the
annual banquet at the Alvarado in the

e

The trial will, undoubtedly, attract
a great deal of attention, partly on
account of the social prominence of
the two accused men, partly owing
to the mysterious circumstances surrounding the crime. Both Dr. Craig
and Mr. Ragsdale are wealthy men,
have been well known and respected
'n social circles throughout the city
for many years and are well connected. Their indictment on December
30, 1912, by the grand jury on the
charge of murder created a tremendous sensation.
Dr. Helene Knabe, the victim of the
murder, was a handsome woman of
So years, highly
respected as a woman and as a scientist of great promise: She was born in Germany, the
daughter of an engineer in the German army and came to America when
quite young. She graduated from the
Indiana College of Medicine
and,
having specialized in bacteriology,
became bacteriologist in the state laboratory of the Indiana board of
health. A few years ago she resigned to devote herself to the study of
hygiene and the pathology of child
birth. She lived alone in an apartment on the groundfloor of an apartment building not far from the business section of the city and devoted
most of her time to study. Her private life was always believed to be
above suspicion.
When Miss Katherine McPherson,
Dr. Knabe's assistant, entered
the
apartment of her employer on the
morning of October 24, 1911, she
found Dr. Knabe dead upon her bed,
with her head almost severed from
the body. Her body was naked, her
night robe rolled up under her arms
and a pillow under her breast. Miss
McPherson called a physician, who
decided that Dr. Knabe had been dead
for at least six hours. The police
authorities were notified, but were
unable to solve the mystery of the
case.
No knife or
any other
sharp' instrument was found in the
bedroom and most surprising to all,
with the exception of a few drops
on the sheet no blood was found on
the bed or anywhere in the apartment
There was no evidence of any struggle and the police authorities finally
gave out the rather absurd statement
that it was a case of suicide.
The Indiaipolis- - Council of Women, composed of
many prominent
women, was not satisfied with the
explanation given by the police and
employed H. 'C. Webster, a private
defective, to investigate the case. It
was upon the 'information submitted
by Webster that the grand jury took
up the case and indicted Dr. Craig
and Mr. Ragsdale. It was ascertained by the detective that Dr. Craig,
a widower with several children, was
an intimate friend of Dr. Knabe and a
frequent visitor at her apartment.
She also visited him at his home.
It is alleged that Dr. Knabe wished
Dr. Craig to marry her, but that he
did not want to do so. It was further ascertained that Dr. Knabe visit-e- d
the Craig home on the evening before her death, under the pretext to
return a book she had borrowed. It
is not positively known what took
place in Dr. Knabe's apartment on
the night of the murder, hut the prosecution is confident to be able to
connect Dr. Craig with the crime.
Mr. Ragsdale, it is believed, was only
an accessory after the fact.
Quick
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GATHER SPECTATORS NOT TO BE

A woman's

After having been separated forty
years, two brothers accidentally met
in a New York hotel under the most
extraordinary circumstances. F. C.
Waldman of Sydney, Australia, who
has been stopping at the Hotel Astor
on his trip around the world, was
sitting in the main dining room the
At Monticello, N. Y, not far from other evening when a page passed
this city, a merry war between two among the tables, shouting:, "Call for
rival movine picture houses is is prog- - Mr. Waldman." Supposing that the
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THE KNABE TRIAL DOCTORS

MmkQ Babies

V V
STRAlt TOPICS FROM
V V LITTLE OLD NEW YORK
New York,- Oct. 2. The body of
Mayor Gaynor hag been laid to rest
'TiJ Greenwood cemetery and the slow,
grinding motion of the municipal
has been resumed after the
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OCTOBER 2, 1913.

Help to Backache and

Rheu-

matism
The man or woman who wants
quick help from backache and rheumatism, will find it in Foley Kidney
Pills. They act so quickly and with
such good effect that weak, inactive
kidneys that do not keep the blood
clean and free of Impurities, are tonto healthy
ed up and strengthened
vigorous action. Good results follow
their use promptly. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.

d

evening.

FALLING HAIR MEANS
DANDRUFF

IS ACTIVE

SAVE YOUR HAIR! GET A 25 CENT
OF DANDERINE
BOTTLE
RIGHT NOW
Thin, brittle, colorless and scraggy
hair is mute evidence of a neglected
scalp;, of dandruff that awful scurf.
There is nothing so destructive to

the hair as dandruff. It robs the hair
of its lustre, its strength and its very
s
life; eventually producing a feverish-nesand itching of the scalp, which
if not remedied causes the hair roots
to shrink, loosen and die then the
hair falls out fast A little Danderine
tonight now any time will surely
save your hair.
bottle of Knowlton's
Get a
Danderine from any drug store or
toilet counter, and after the first application your hair will take on that
life, lustre and luxuriance which is so
beautiful. It will become wavy and
fluffy and have the appearance of
abundance; an Incomparable gloss
and softness, but what will please
you most will be after just a few
weeks' use, when you will actually
see a lot oi fine, downy hair new
hair growing all over the scalp
Adv.
GETS MAN AFTER LONG WAIT
New York, Oct. 2. With all the appearance of a man who had retired
from business after a successful caWalter G. Furnald appeared as

reer,
before United States
a prisoner
Commissioner Hitchcok today for a
inpreliminary examination on an
swindwith
him
dictment charging
ling through the mails. A decade ago
as the
Furnald was widely known

FAMILY AVOIDS

Tie games, to be played off the next
day in the other city from that in
which the tie occurred. Thus, if the
first game in New York were to result in a tie, the game would be played off in Philadelphia the next day,
October 8.
Sale of tickets to be conducted under the auspices of two clubs concerned. Unreserved seats will be
sold at the Polo grounds and Shibe
park on the day of the game. Re
served seats must be purchased for
three games whether bought in New
York or Philadelphia, and if three
games are not played the proportionate amount of the purchase price will
be refunded. No mail orders will be
accepted for reserved, seats.
Price of tickets in New York boxes seating four, $25; upper grand
stand, $3; lower grand stand, $2;
bleachers, $1.
In Philadelphia box seats, $5; main
grand stand, $3; right and left field
pavilions, $2; bleachers", $1.
Polo
Seating arrangements At
grounds, 23,000 reserved seats, 15,000
In bleachers; at Shibe park, grand
stand and bleachers, 21,000; standing
room for about 3,000 more. Neither
club will be permitted to erect extra
grand stands on the field. No spectators will be allowed to overflow in

the field, no ground rules will be
made.
Time of game, 2 o'clock.
Umpires for the series William
Klem and Charles Rigler of the National league; Thomas H. Connelly
and John J. Egan of the American
league.
Number of eligible players, 20 on
each team.
Names of eligible players Burns,
Copper, Grandall, Doyle, Demaree;
Fletcher, Fromme, Grant, Hertzog,
Hartley, Marquard, Wiltse, Mathew-soMurray, Meyers, McLean, Merkle,
Robinson, McCormick, Shafer, Snod-grasThorpe, Tesreau, Wilson and
Schulte for New York.
Philadelphia Schang, Lapp, Thomas, Bender, Plank, Coombs, Houck,
Brown,
Shawkey, Peniiock, Bush,
Wyckoff, Jfclnness, Collins, Barry, Baker, Orr, Davis, Lavan, Oldring,
D. Murphey.
Strunk, E. Murphey,
Walsh, Daley.
In the event of a seventh game being necessary, the city for holding it
will be determined by the toss of a
coin. In case a game is postponed
on account of rain or if for
some
other cause a legal game is not played, the teams will remain in the city
where the postponement occurred until the legal game is played. This
does not of course apply to tie games.
According to the rules governing
the world's series, the national commission will receive ten per cent of
the gate receipts of each and every
game! The players of the two competing clubs will take 60 per cent o
the remaining 90 per cent of the first
four games, the amount to he divided
on a basis of 60 per cent to the winners and 40 per cent to tho losers.
The remaining 40 per cent of the 90
per cent goes to the club owners.
Ninety per cent of the gate receipts
of each and every game after the first
four bcomes the property of the it
s
of the two contesting (

guiding sp'.ir of two promotius com
pmies In Jersey City. Complaints
were made that the companies were
doing a fraudulent business and
were returned against their
officers.
Furnald escaped arrest and
fled to Europe. For seven years he
enjoyed himself In perfect safety in
Paris, as the offence with which he
was charged was not extraditable.
Then came a desire to see old Broadway once more and, he sailed for New
York, evidently figuring that ae and
his case had been forgotten by the
authorities. But postofflce inspectors
with long memories were on hand
to greet him and he was promptly
arested as he stepped down the

DINNER FOR ROOSEVELT
New York, Oct. 2. The preparations completed for the dinner to be
given in honor of Colonel Roosevelt,
tomorrow night, on the eve of his
departure for South America, indicate
that It will be one of the most notable functions of its kind that New
York has seen in a long time. The
affair will be given under the auspices of the progressive organizations of
New York.
The Neyr York Roof
Garden, with a seating capacity of
2,000, will be the scene of tho dinner.
The principal speakers of the evening
will be Colonel Roosevelt, Raymond
Robbins and
Beveridtre of
Indiana.

New York, Oct. 2. Every one of
the multitude of details of the cam
paign of 1913 between the New York
Nationals and the Philadelphia Am
ericans for the world's baseball cham
Here
pionship has been

are the chief plans;
Time, October 7, and daily there
after except Sunday, until one club
shall have won four games.
Place, Polo grounds, New York;
Shibe park, Philadelphia.
First game to be played in New
York, the games thereafter to alter
nate between Philadelphia and New
York.
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Subscribe for The optic.
Avoid Sedative Cough Medicines
If you want to r.ont.rihntn rlirrtlv
to the occurrence of capillary bronchitis and pneumonia use cough medi-

worm FEEL

cines that contain codine, morphine,
heroin and other sedatives when vou
have a cough or cold. An expectorant
like Chamberlain's Cough Remedy la
what Is needed. That cleans out the
culture beds or breeding places for
the germs of penumonia and other
germ diseases. That is why penumonia never results from a cold when
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is used.
It has a world wide reputation for its
cures. ' It contains no morphine or
other sedative. For sale by all deal
ers. Adv.

10 YEAH

Since Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Vegetable Compound Re--,
stored Her Health.

SOUTH DAKOTA CLUB WOMEN
Rapid City, S. D., Oct. 2. A large

attendance marked the opening here
SERIOUS SICKNESS today of the annual convention
of the
Black Hills Federation of Women's
clubs.
Additional interest is given
By Being Constantly Supplied With the gathering this year by the presence of Mrs. Perry J. Pennypacker of
Thedfcrd's Black-DraugAustin, Tex., president of the Nation
al Federation of Women's clubs. The
proceedings will continue over
McDuff, Va. "I suffered for several
fears," says Mrs. J. B. Whittaker, oi
.his place, "with sick headache,
and
When your food does not digest
Stomach trouble.
,
Ten years ago a friend told me to try well and you feel "blue," tired and
rhedford's
which did, discouraged, you should use a little
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
tnd 1 found it to be the best family medi-:ifor young and old.
bowels, purifies the system and reI keep
on hand all the stores a fine feeling of health and enSold by Central
ime now, and when my children feel a ergy. Price 50c.
ittle bad, they ask me for a dose, and it Drug Co. Adv.
does them more good than any medicine
Ihey ever tried.
INSURANCE MEN ORGANIZE
We never have a long spell of sick-le- ss
St. Louis, Oct. 2. The securing of
in our family, since we commenced
legislation that will be of benefit to
ising
Thedford's
is purely the insurance companies and the genrcgetable, and has been found to regu-at- e eral public is the chief object of the
weak stomachs, aid digestion,
Insurance Federation of Missouri,
indigestion, colic, wind, nausea,
and similar which was organized at a conference
teadache, sick stomach,
iymptoms.
held here today by leading insurance
It has been in constant use for more men from all
parts of the state. The
han 70 years, and has benefited more
will
federation
keep track of bills in
nan a million people.
the legislature, pointing out defects
Your druggist sells and recommends
Price only 25c. Get a to the lawmakers and the public and
n. C 121 suggesting constructive substitutes.
laekage

"I

take great
Louisville, Ky.
in writing to inform you of what
Jyaia n,. Pmkham a
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Com-

pound has done for
me. I was weak,
nervous, and cared
for nothing but
Now I cati
sleep.
1 A- go ahead with my
work daily and feel
ten years younger
than before I started
taking your medicine. I will a'lvisn
any woman to consult with you before
poing to a doctor." Mrs. Inize Wii.
US, 2229 Bank St, Louisville, Ky.
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Another Sufferer Relieve!.

"I

suffered terriRomayor, Texas.
bly with a displacement and bladder
trouble.
I was in misery all the time;
and could not walk any distance. I
thought I never could be cured, but my
mother advised me to try Lydia E.
's
Vegetable Compound and 1 t,: !.
" I am cured of the displacement an 1
the bladder trouble is relieved.
the Compound 13 the finest medians
Fink-ham-

It''

earth for suffering women."
Viola Jasper, Eomayor, Texas.
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HOMERS'

0 INFORMATIO

A

WONDERS
INDIANA
PHYSICIAN
WHY THIS STATE DOESN'T
DO MORE BOOSTING
federal

(Continued from Page One)

Jones was arraigned in
court and his bond fixed at $10,000.
He had not been able to furnish it
early this afternoon.
Davis, it was learned here, is the
O'Donnell who wag considered an im
portant adjunct to the aynamlte conspiracy trial here, but who could not
bo found at the time.
It is reported that Davis made his
confession two weeks ago in the New
York office of Walter Drew, counsel
for the National Erectors" association.
This followed Davis' discharge from a
Job in Pittsburgh when, it is said, he
tecame "sore" on the union. Robert
Foster, an investigator for the National Erector's association, got in
touch with Davis, and, it is understood, brought about his confession.

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 2. State Sec-- j
retary Lucero has leceived a letter
from a physician of Indiana and it
leads one to believe that Arizona is
far ahead of New Mexico in the art
of publicity. Here is the hint for
New Mexico to "push, boom and advertise:".
Muncie,

PROMINENT MA

Ind., Sept.

2G.

M.

OCTOBER 2, 1913.

for limited terms of years, could be
secured from the department of agriculture. He contended that the reservoir and flume in question, having
been constructed ia 1900, came under
the provisions of the act of 1896.
The act of 1866 recognized state
laws and local court decisions in connection vrith settlement on public
land. The present case, therefore,
opened up the whole subject of federal and state control of the public

BANKERS HANDED
BY

A' BUNCH

CAPITAL

MEXICO

ARRESTED

VEGAS DAILY CPTIC, THURSDAY,

MARRIED INTHE

BOOT NEW

SECRETARY IS

3

BUSH

A. OTERO AND MRS. MAUDE NOT CONTENT WITH DEFEATING
FROST UNITED BY JUSTICE
THEM, PEONS HIRE POET TO
PARKER
ROAST THEM

Yesterday evening at 7 o'clock Mrs.
Maude Frost and Miguel A. Otero,
former governor of New Mexico, were
married at the home of the bride In
Santa Fe. The wedding came as a
surprise to the couple's many friends
in the Capitol City. The ceremony
was performed by Justice F. W. Parker of Santa Fe. Following the wedding a line porty ot the Elks' theater
and a reception at the bride's home
were given. Mrs. Otero Is well known
in Santa Fe, having resided there for
a number of years. Mr. Otero is one
of the most widely known men in the
state and for nine years was the
chief executive of the territory of
New Mexico.
A rumor reached Las Vegas last
week to the effect that Mr, Otero
was about to be married, but nothing
official was received until news of the
wedding came this morning. The
ceremony was witnessed by 12 couples, all immediate friends of the
bride and groom. Mr. and Mrs. Otero will take a wedding trip to California and expect to he away for several' weeks. Mr. and Mrs. Otero will
reside in Santa Fe.

domain.

Writing under the nom de plume of
"Joe Bush" a gifted poet has contributed to The Optic a set of verses
descriptive of the tenpin game between the Bankers and the Peon3,
which was fought out on the Elks'
alleys Monday night. If the writer can
bowl as good as he can write jingles,
he should he good for a spare once
in a while, at all events. Following
are tin verses;. The Optic publishes
them with the 'understanding that it
will not be responsible for any injuries
ti
feelings of tin Bankers, who
are hereby referred 10 ".loe Itush'
whoever he is:
Why do the "Bankers" look so sad
Why all those mournful looks
Is it because they're feeling bad
Or an error in the!r books?
Hold his head up,' Mac.

Secretary of State, Santa Fe, N. M.
Dear Sir I have been trying to find
out about New Mexico and Arizona.
I began my investigations at
the
same time and have received a mass
of literature concerning Arizona, but
only a railway folder on New Mexico,
and that deals only with the Pecos
valley which, seems to be very nice.
I am compelled to go west on ac
count of my wife's health and have
become greatly interested In farming
ATTACK
by irrigation, either pump or gravity.
FILIBUSTERS
I would like information concerning
There is an error on one poge
the land around Bernalillo or if you
Of which they do not boast
PIEDRAS NE0H.S know of a pood location or one that
The "Peons" put them in a rage
13
going to be good I would consider
By handing them a roa3t.
it a great favor if you would advise
Hold his head up, Mac.
BEGIN
CONSTITUTIONALISTS
me and send me any literature you
CAMPAIGN OF DESTRUCTION
have at hand.
The hauyhty "Hankers" in their pride
IN MEXICO
In the public library here the only
Thought they could howl some game
book on New Mexico is omj publishThe "Peons" on the other side
Piedras Negras, Mexico, Oct. 2. A ed in 1S9D
E. Wallace. I
by Sii3.-Thought they could do the same.
to
filibustering expedition attempted
believe thd library should be funi shWold his head up, Mac.
capture Piedra3 Negras from the ed with something of a later date.
toEATS
American side of the Eio Grande
Very respectfully,
The clash came on a Monday night
day. They wero repulsed by the borDR. B. B. MORROW.
And then with might and main
der patrol and the
guards placmet to see which one was right
They
afin
of
ed
tiie city yesterday
TO B
charge
And could annex the game.
ter the constitutionalist evacuation.
Hold his head up, Mac.
HORE PIE FOR
Two bands attacked the city, but
word of their coming had1 reached the
The strikes and spares the "Peons"
DEMOCRATS TO CUT
city and ine invaders met a hot fire
got
as they crossed the international line.
Were something out of sight
They were forced to retreat. It Is not
THOSE WHO WISH TO ATTEND The balls went down the alleys "hot"
COMknown whether any were wounded. SENATE APPROPRIATIONS
And seemed to strike just right.
PACKARD ATTRACTION MAiY
MITTEE WOULD CUT DOWN
.American limitary authorities are
Hold his head up, Mac.
PURCHASE
TICKETS
CIVIL SERVICE

ir

FOR FIRST

UMBER

aking

RESERVED

'

F.irrly today the hky was illuminated
Reservations of seats for persons
A new provi2.
by a conflagration to the south of. - Washington, Oct.
not holding season tickets for the enall
would
take
sion
that
practically
Piedras Negras, but, telegraph, lines
tire lyceum course but who wish to
being cut, its nature could not be deputy United States marshals and attend the Packard attraction will berevenue
internal
of
learned. Meager reports say that the deputy collectors
gin tomorrow morning at the Y. M.
constitutionalists have started a cam. out of the protection of the civil ser- C.
A. There, are 75 available seats
deto
the urgent
paign of destruction outside the vice has been added
downstairs
which will be sold at 75
senthe
bill
by
sphere of American influence and that ficiency appropriation
each.
cents
The seats in the balcony
on appropriations,
all towns between the border and ihe ate committee
will be sold at 50 cents. The enterto
measure
back
the
which
reported
line of hostilities at Peyotes are beIt provides that tainment will be given tomorrow night
ing destroyed. Conditions In Piedras the senate today.
revenue and in the Duncan opera house.
of
internal
collectors
Negras were quiet last night and apMr. Packard pleased a large audimarshals
shall have
United
States
parently normal except lor the presence
in 'Roswell Monday evening, as is
who
is
to
power
appoint any deputy
ence of hundreds of refugees.
and shown by the following clipping from
compelled to furnish a bond,
"shall have power to revoke the ap a newspaper of that city:
Federals Attack Villa
Packard, one of the country's most
of any subordinate officer
pointment
El Paso, Tex., Oct. 2. Meager adsuccessor noted cartooists, delighted a good-sizehis
and
employed
appoint
vices to Colonel Juan Vasquez, com- at his discretion without
crowd at the armory last night.
regard to
manding the Juarez garrison, today the civil service laws and regula From the start of the evening's entertell of a battle in progress at Santa tions."
tainment Packard captured and captiRosalia, 100 miles south of Chihuahua
An appropriation of $7,000 for the vated his audience and1 they never
City. Federals commanded by General purchase of a new automobile for wandered away from him a moment.

The Bankers oh the other hand
They seemed to lose their grit
And not one of that haughty band
But got a double split.
Hold his head up, Mac.

d
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Francisco Castro, embracing the com
mands! of Caraveo, Itojas, Landa and
Mancillo, numbering 4,000 are said to
nave attacked rebels of Villa, Urbina
and Chao's commands. It is not known
how maVy rebels are engaged.
Villa and Chao, it is said, were
moving upon Torreon for a renewal
of the attack on that city when Castro's army overtook them at Santa
Rosalia. No details have been receivwires are
ed, although telegraph
working from Juarez to Chihuahua

city.

Constitutionalists in El Paso claim
to have advices that the federals have
been defeated at Santa Rosalia and
that a call has been sent out for fed1-eral reinforcements and that trains
are being made up at Chihuahua to
take additional troops to the scene of
battle.
It Is claimed by the constitutionalists that Villa played a trick upon
Castro when he left Santa Rosalia ostensibly for the south. - They claim
Villa returned with his army reinforced with, the commands of Chao and
Urbina, and that he has more than
7
4,000 men opposing the federals.
American Girl Arrested i
American Consul Thomas D.
at Juarez this morning notified
Colonel Juan N. Vasquez, federal commander there, that the United States
.expects a speedy hearing for Miss
Concepoion Zuniga, the Arizona girl
Tield as a spy in Juarez. The girl, who
was born in Tucson and came here
yesterday from Douglas, is not held
3n jail, but is under guard in a private
home. It 13 charged she was carrying
rebel dispatches to Juarez rebels. She
was arrested in Juarez when she was
there on a sightseeing trip.
Miss Zuniga was given a hearing
in- - the federal authorities in Juarez
this afternoon' following the demand
by American Consul Edward for an
Immediate" trial, t'lw ws prompt!'-jvbmged- ,
according to announcements
fiWide at the consulate at Juarez this
afternoon.
1

--
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Marshall and its care His work was more than clever It
and operation for one year was also was instructive, entertaining and inadded to the bill by the senate com- spiring. The sketches were so fine
mittee.'
that a member of our city school facIn a report on the urgent deficien- ulty asked tor the pictures to adorn
cy appropriation bill made to the the school room walls.
senate today, the senate appropriaEvery picture the artist drew had
tions committee added an appropria- a lesson, a message, so much soul did
Vice President

Also Engagement Rings a

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Oct. 2 Fluctiations of

standard stocks were unusually narrow during the morning. There was
some further selling of Steel, which
eventually checked 'the market when
it showed a tendency to' advance.
Bearish traders were not impressed
by gains made in American stocks in
the rise
London," contending that
had been ' influenced by orders from
this side with a View to facilitating
distribution of stocks here. Advance
of the Bank of England's discount
rates to 5 per cent was without direct infjuence on the home market.
Trading was dull during the second
half of the forenoon, with a slight
reaction in the leading stocks. Bonds
were steady; Southern Pacific collateral fours advanced
Prices improved slightly during the
noon hour, but trading was slow and
tho advance did nothing more than
restore the leaders to their high figures of the day.
Steel developed a distinctly strong
tone, advancing nearly a point. The
rise in this stock affected the whole
list.
The market closed steady. Steady
absorption of stock continued and the
last hour's trading witnessed a general elevation of quotations. Bidding
was not urgent, but offerings were
of
scant and there was evidence
growing uneasiness anions the Fhorts.
above yesCanadian Pacific stood 3
terday's close and Amalgamated Copper 2. The last sales were:
77
Amalgamated Copper
110
Sugar
94
Atchison
.....168 ft
Reading
. . . . 91
Southern Pacific
Urtion Pacific
......159
604 1
United States Steel
108
United States Steel, pfd.

The game soon came unto the end
The "Peons' in the lead
The Bankers did their money spend
prices were unchanged to Vi cent
To "put up" for the feed.
higher, but the reaction carried the
Hold his head up, Mac.
market below yesterday's close. The
to
cent
close was firm
was
The lunch
surely very fine
net higher.
For which the Bankers paid
Generally favorable weather weakThe "Peons" hoping that next time
ened corn. The market opened
The same two scores be made.
lower to a shade advance and then
Hold his head up, Mac.
made a decided vertical decline.
to
The close was steady
Now let the Bankers pick up plunk
above lost night.
And try the game once more
Oats displayed firmness. Pi; buyPerhaps they may have better luck ers were active and seemed deter
And run a bigger score.
mined to hold the market at a slight
Hold" his head up, Mac.
advance.
(JOE BTJSH.i
World's lard stocks, the heaviest
in ten years, had a depressing effect
on provisions. First sales ranged
FEES OF MILLION
decline to 2
from 7
gain, hut
hardened. The closing
later
prices
quotations were as follows:
INVOLVED IN CASE Wheat, Dec. 87; May 92.,
Corn, Dec.
Oats, Dec.

TAUPERT;
K

FULLY EOOIPPFi?

$!,050

v.

Ml 001-

(

-

r

J

1.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct. p. Selling that developed on a slight advance today in
wheat more than wiped out the gain.
The upturn at the outset was due to
news of drought in southern Argentina and reports of increased flour
business at Minneapolis.
Opening

tion of $10,000 for the federal hoard he put into his work.
of mediation and conciliation.
The first entertainment of the lecture course provided by the City Civic COURT OF APPEALS IN DENVER
club was worth the price of the whole
HEARS ARGUMENTS IN IM
season ticket.
COTTON CROP IS
PORTANT
TRIAL

SEAMLESS
WEDDING R.INGS.
NEVER BREAK

.
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

k

fops Meiiile I

Las

Phone Alain 344.

"Vhakn,

FOR THE

Fowler Prop.

OfHPf PIP

PEpfipi

88
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33rd ANNUAL

NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque, October 6 to 11
Automobile Races. Motorcycle Races
Horse Races. Relay Ra.ces, Indian Recces
Frontier Sports evnd Games
NEW MEXICO RESOURCES

Farm Product and

Bluest Agriculture,

Horticul-hire-

,

Live Sto'ck Display Ever Attempted

in the Southwest
SEE "SKY HIGH" IRVING Jumping from ROY FRANCIS
Aeroplane While Traveling 60 Miles an Houri 4000 Feet in

the Sky
f""

(fffo

kWmiBW

FCR THE
R0UNO

Tickets on Sale October 4 to

final return limit October

11

inclusive with

15, 1913.

For other information, Schedules, etc. apply to
D. L. BATCHELOH. Agent
Mib

70; May 71.
42; May 45.

3EB2

Pork, Jan. $20.15; May $20.25.
Lard, Jan. $10.97; May $11. 12
Ribs, Jan. $10.65; May $10.75.

.1

Denver, Oct. 2. Fees to the govIN FAIR SHAPE
ernment reaching an estimated total
of from ?l,O00,O0O to 2,000,000 in the
next ten years are involved in the
case of the United' States against the
CODITION ON SEPTEMBER 25 WAS
Utah Power and Light company, ar64.1 OF THE NORMAL;
of which was begun before
gument
GOES ON
selecHealth follows wise
the United States circuit court of aption of food.
peals here today. The appeal, which
Washington, Oct. 2. The condition
is from the decision of Judge John
of the cotton crop of the United States
A. Marshall of the United States dison September 25 was 61.1 per cent of
trict court of Utah, is a test case,
a normal, rthe ,department of agriculthe power corporation with
charging
Conture announced at noon today.
in constructing .a flume and
trespass
dition by states:
made of choice wheat and
reservoir in the Cache national forest
Virginia 75, North Carolina 70,
in Utah.
;
barley, is a crisp, delightful
South Carolina 71, Georgia 72, Florida
Hundreds of similar instances ail
78, Alabama G7, Mississippi 63, Louisfood ready to eat direct
over the Rocky mountain and Pacific
iana GO, Teaxs 63, Arkansas 63, Tenpackfrom sealed, air-tigcoast states are awaiting determinanessee CP Missouri 64, Oklahoma 42,
- " tion. Many of these concern the Utah
it
in
which
perkeep
California 100.
ages,
Power and Light company, a
Cotton of the growth of 1913, ginned
feet condition.
several
merger effected'
prior to September 25, amounted to
is concenGrape-Nut- s
months
ago.
an
;
census
the
bureau
3,237,851 bales,
The opening argument was made
trated, easily and quickly
nounced today. Round bales Included
for
the government by R. F. Feagans,
cotton
27.324.
Bales of Sea Island
digested generally in law officer of the forestry
department
10,555. Ginning by states:
at Ogdcn. He was to be rollowed by
about one hour.
Alabama 322,602, Arkansas 69,003,
Dwight W. Morrow and E. M. Allison,
Florida 16,216, Georgia 491,093, LouisIt contains the vital food
Jr., for the defendant corporation, and
iana 77,319, Mississippi 120,015, North
elements required by, NaHiram E. Booth, United States district
14S.55G,
Oklahoma
Carolina 49,525,
ture for rebuilding and
attorney in Utah, for the government
South Carolina 192,304, Tennessee
Mr. Feagans declared that the federal
states
and
all
other
Texas 1,720,630,
sustaining both body
act of 1860, under which the power
5,167.
brain.
company claims the right to acquire
Sea Island cotton; g'nning by
permanent title to power sites on the
states: Florida 4,058 bales, Georgia
'There's a Reason" for
South Carolina 78.
public domain, was repealed by implication In the act of 1S96, which laid
Grape-Nut- s
down
regulations by which easements,
The
Subscribe for
Optic

At Home
or Abroad

,

1

GIN-NIN-

GrapeNuts

.'

ht

0

KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, Oct. 2. Hogs, receipts
6,000. Market steady to 5 cents higher. Bulk $8.208.55; heavy $8.30
8.35; packers and butchers $8.20
8.60; lights $8.158.55; pigs $6
7.50.

Morket
5,000.
Cattle,
receipts
steady to strong. Prime fed steers
$8.899.25; dressed beef steers $8
western steers $6.508.40;
8.75;
southern steers $5.507; cows $4.25
7; heifers $59; stackers and feeders $5.508.15; bulls $4.506.50;
calves $G10.
8,000, , , Market
Sheep, receipts
strong to 10 cents higher. Lambs
$G.507.40; yearlings $56; wethers $4.255;. ewes $3.604.50; stockers and feeders $36.50.

THE VOICE OF THE VICTOR
Should Be Heard In Every Home
withjhe dog on top' is the way a gentleman explained
to us which kind of talking machine he wanted. We are specialists on the dog kind. Know all about Victors and
carry them in
HE one

Will G. Richmond, a resident of
Cal will answer any inquir
ies about Foley's Honey
and Tar
He says further "Foley's
Compound.
Honey and Tar Compound has greatly

benefited me for bronchial trouble
and cough, after I used other remedies that failed. It is more like a
Do not acfood than a medicine."
cept a substitute. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.

stock.

'

We want you to hear a few of our big assortment of fine

Records.
MACHINES

FROM

RECORDS FROM

$10 to $200
63c to $7.00

18,-35-

,

'THE

EL PORVENIR

v.

She Ideal Mountain Resort
Phnnrt Main 9n nj nil.. C1T1
All

Year Round Resort

J

f

I

Stofie of Quality"
P

t'?P

E. Las Vegas
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N
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of Mineral Hill
a business visitor in Las Vegas

I. IT. McSchooler

?lrlo

nninstnp.lf fl.t. Ta .Tnnfn Pnln
a business visitor in Las Vegas

ay.!

Hiloy of

J.

tor
i

fi (IV

Koehler was a business
today from his home at

t place.

Roberts of Lamar, Colo., came
MJht nigh( for a several days' busi-- .
s visit.
J
,
J, Henriqiiez of Clayton arrived
I j the
Ify last night for a few doys'
visit here.
i MTiess
r. W,,iRay of Wiley, Colo., arrived
V
LasVegas last night for a several
&
business visit.
'
ijolia Pugh came in this afternoon
( i m
hi6 home at Wagoii Mound for
i
business visit here.
' !
ASayson of Raton was a busi- I I s visitor here
today. He is a well
man of Raton.
I uwa',usiness
) f ;l;is Sjinchez, the well known Wag-- .
t Mound booster, came In last night
a sliwct business visit here.
J
W. ilowden, representative for
t '
Colse
Fruit company of Trini-vrij a business visitor here to
j". C.

h

r. G. M. Jones returned this
from Wagon Mound, where he
s been on business for the past few
ys.
Hstrict Attorney Charles W. Q.
returned last night from Raton
ere he. had been on business for
K past few days.
rleorge H. Hunker, chairman of the
imty road board, left last night for
buquerque where he will be on bus-f- .
'ss for the next few days.
A. W. Chase, manager and assist-- i
t treasurer of the Ranch Supply
I mpany of Magdalena, came in this

MUST RANSOM AMERICAN
Among the local doctors who left
Peking, China, Octo. 2. The Amerl.
yesterday and this morning for. Albuquerque, where they will attend the can legation here received a report tomedical convention, were Dr. H. M. day from J. Paul Jameson, vice consul
Smith, Dr. B. B. Shaw and Dr. Wil- general at Shanghai, stating that an
liam Howe.
American child had been killed and
The "Bought and Paid For"
other foreigners were fcelng maltreatin Las Vegas this aft- ed by Chinese brigands at Tsao Yang.
ernoon. The scenery car arrived this The legation fears that the Chinese
morning Snd everything Is ready for government troops are neither capable
the performance tonight The four nor zealous enough to accomplish the
yesterday will release of the American and Norwepeople who arrived
make their first appearance with the gian missionaries in the hands of the
bandits at Tsao Yang and that rancompany tonight
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Raynolds of som alone can save the lives of the forEl Paso arrived in Las Vegas this eigners still in captivity.
afternoon from Boston. Mr. and Mrs.
NEW NATIONAL PARK
Raynolds left Las Vegas several
San Francisco, Oct. 2. Franklin K.
months ago for Boston where Miss
Mae Raynolds sailed for Italy to con- Lane, secretary of the interior, left
tinue her study of grand opera. Mrs. here today for Washington via of DenTTayribTds will remain in Las Vegas ver, where he will Interrupt Ms jour';
for several flays as the guest of ney for two days to consult with ,the
friends. Mr. Raynolds will leave this governor of Colorado and other state
officials on department matters. Inevening for El Paso.
cluding the proposed transformation
of Estes park into a national reserve
NEW CANDIDATES NAMED
Calero, to be known as the Rocky Mountain
Mexico City. Oct.
former Mexican ambassador at Wash- National park. He is due in Denver
for- Saturday morning.
ington, and Jesus Flores Magon,
mer minister of the interior, both
members of the chamber of deputies,
have been nominated by the liberals YOU'RE BILIOUS AND
as presidential and vice presidential
candidates, respectively.

nNTivn.."mn':

i orning for a short business visit
IT. W. Rose and W. R. Fitch, two
jjitployes of the government service,
iiurned to Las Vegas yesterday even
B; after having been visitors in the
uthern part of the state for the past
v days.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Lowe left this
.ci noon for Los Angeles, Cal., where
ey will' locate. Mr. Lowe Is to be
ansferred from Las Vegas to Los
jigeles by the postal department He
fell be succeeded here by Charles E.

pnglierty..
"f

RheuQuick Help to Er.okache and
matism
wants
' ThP man or woman who
rheuouick. help from backache and
matism, will find it in Foley Kidney-PillThey act so quickly and with
ouoh rood effect that, weak, 4nactive
i,ifir,,ws tlint do not keep the Wood
clean'and free of impurities, are tonto healthy
ed up and strengthened
results follow
vigorous action. Good O. G. Schaefer
tlipir we promptly. Co. Adv.
end Red Cross Drug

Wise Young Wife. Not all young matrons Hre so unsophisticated as som persons think.
One striking exceptor resideB in Harlem. Entering the butcher shop on
the eve of a large house party to be
given at her home, she saw displayed
a dozen chickens.
"Please pick me out a
chickens that are tough," she said, "I
have a special reason."
The butcher put aside seven.
"Are these all?' she asked.
ma'am," was the reply,
"Yes,
"These are all tough ones."
"Then send the other five to my
house at once," said the young
matron.
The butcher Is ensuring sUU
half-doze- n

-

iii

,

B
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SICK HEADACHE OR SOUR STOMACH MEANS SLUGGISH LIVER
AND BOWELS

HI

American

Do business in a

way and secure for yourself the great number of privileges that
are yours without cost as a result.
Office hours are convenient and employees obliging and polite. There is much information and
advice that is free to our depositors, and we are always ready to consult you, if you wish.

League

Cleveland at Detroit
New York aj, Philadelphia.
Boston at Washington.

YESTERDAY'S

National League
York, Oct. 2. Second game:
;, Ne4
R.H.E.
3 7 1
Philadelphia
York

Batteries:
Chalmers and
Marqiiard and Meyers.

New York

League
Won Lost
49
60
65
69

?S

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Boston
Brooklyn . Cincinnati
St. Louis

i86
86
78
67

S2

82

65
64

87
99

49

American

League
Won Lost

55
95
Philadelphia
SS
63
Washington
65
84
Cleveland ...
78
69
Boston
77
72
like garbage in a swill barrel. That's Chicago
64
86
the first step to untold miseryIndig- Detroit
56
94
.
estion, foul gases, bad breath, yellow St. Louis
93
55
skin, mental fears, everything that Is New York
horrible and nauseating. A Cascaret
Western League
tonight will give your constipated
bowels a thorough
Won Lost
cleansing and
62
.101
straighten you out by morning. They Denver
91
70
work while you sleep a lucent box Des Moines
86
77
from your druggist will keep you St. Joseph
of
Millions
months.
79
85
for
Lincoln
feeling good
7S
82
men and women take a Cascaret now Omaha
89
72
and then to keep their stomach, liver Topeka
91
72
and bowels regulated, and never know Sioux City
a miserable moment. Don't forget Wichita
..64 98
the children 'their little insides need
a good, gentle cleansing, too. Adv
Subscribe for The Optic.
-,
,.,,,
III'.
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-
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BASEBALL

American League
At Washington Washington,
8 14 2 Philadelphia, 0.
At Detroit Cleveland, 8; Detroit,
Burns;
Western League
At Lincoln Lincoln, 7r3;

STANDING OF THE CLUBS
National

e

-

CAPITAL

Western League
Top.eka at Wichita.
St. Joseph at Des Moines.
Omaha at Sioux City.

New

busines-lik-

PEOPLES BANK

'G O A L.

TRUST CO.

113.000.00

ATJ B .IV

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

1;
1.

SWASTIKA GOAL

Denver,

WHOLESALE

5.
.589 City,
.570
Philadelphia Wins Disputed Game.
.531
New
York, Oct. 2. Final score un450
finished
R.H.E.
game:
.442
8 12 2
Philadelphia
.424
6 7 3
New
York
.331

AND RETAIL

Chalmers and
Batteries:
Mathewson and Meyers.

SEATS ON SALE FOR.

Burns;

AMERICA'S MASTER CARTOONIST

Pet
.633
.583
.564
.531
.617

Perfect Type of Breton.
statues erected to saints who were
supposed to cure all evils. For instance, St. Mamert, who is representin his
.427 ed as holding his entrails
.373 hands, relieved les maux de vente
St. Livertin, holding his
.372 (colic.)
head, charms, away mal de tete.
Young married women give their
bridal wreaths and veils to St. MargaPet ret and pray to her for a safe deliv.627 ery.
St. Anne Is the guardian of the
.569 mariners as well as the favorite saint
.534 for all vows. In fact, there seems to
be a saint for every ailment and
.521
wish, and whether the result is
every
.491
what is prayed for or not, continual
.449
pilgrimages are taken by thousands
.442 of pentltents and persistent

FRIDAY OCT. 3

-

Y.M.

73 DOWNSTAIRS

C. A.

BUILDING

SEATS AT

J&q
SEATS A T SQq

3Q& UPSTAIRS

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS
TStt' 'lint

iihjw

.'J.-

u

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

.401

Subscribe for The Optic.
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At Des Moines Des Moines, 3; St.
Joseph, 3.
At Wichita Wichita, 5; Topeka, 4.
Pet
At Sioux City Omaha, 12; Sioux
.667

a

,

OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT HERE

National League
Brooklyn at Boston.
Philadelphia at New York.

box now.
Furred Tongue, Bad Taste. Indigestion, Sallow Skin and Miserable Headaches come from a torpid liver and
clogged bowels, which cause your
stomach to become filled with undigested food, which sours and ferments
Get

I

-

-

j

Chicago

aft-ioo- n

a--

iffflDAY S BASEBALL

FIVE

t
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Are the embodiment of all you can desire in clothing.
TV

;

The monstrous difference from other

high-grad- e

clothes lies in its

price-$-

fiW

15

FRANKEL FIFTEEN, America's Greatest $15.00 Suits and Overcoats means
to you the fulfillment of your most critical clothes wants at the nominal price of

w

i$15.iQD with the additional Surety of the Frankel System Guarantee.

li

ANY GARMENT WHICH DISAPPOINTS ITS WEAKER

Is

"Present-day-

FABRICS-Alwa- ys

FRAWJ,

mL;-.---:S:fSTSM CtOTBES

S?l
(H

"FRANKEL TWENTY"
OVERCOATS

WORKMANSHIP-Alwa- ys
ft.;'.

America's Greatest $20 Coat

M

"

pure woolthoroujhly shrunk
hand tailored throughout
...

h
it

,

i

j

"FRANKEL TWENTY"
'

RANK EL, FIFTEEN
America's Greatest $13.00 Clothes
Laa VcgasLoading Sioro

Made from the finest grade of fabrics
they possess that distinct individuality so
much desired by the well dressed man.

"Frankel Twenty"

i
I

Truly Remarkable Garments at a Truly Remarkable Price

possess all the style that is possible to any
garment and the highest class workmanship.

I

FREE

IN SERVICE WILL BE REPLACED
FASHIONS-Alwa- ys

iJtSi

i

urnr

EsiaHisKod

1862

will give you

the greatest return for your
money of any suits made, Style and
quality combined to the greatest possible

degreethey

look well, wear well and

keep their shape. They impart that dressy
appearance which marks the man of discriminating taste in selecting his clothes.

mm

W

ajw

iUITS

-

South SidoPLifja.

r

Let us show you these wonderful
garments.

"Frankel Twenty'

?

America's Greatest $20 Soil

,'1

r
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COUNTRIES

TO SEND

HEN

THERE
RAILWAY
ELECTRIC
AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION WILL BE WELL
ATTENDED
,

Besides the United States, Canada,
Hawaii, the Philippines, Porto Rico,
Mexico, Panama, Brazil and Uruguay,
figure in the membership of the
American Electric Railway association, whose annual convention, to be
held at Atlantic City October 13 to 17,
is to be attended by representatives
or the Las Vegas Transit company,
eo W. P. Southard, manager of the
company, announced today.
Organized in 1882, as the American
Street Railway association, in the
days when its discussions had largely
to do with the proper feeding of
mules and horses, and such allied subimjects, the A. B. R. A. has been an
deremarkable
in
the
factor
portant
velopment that has taken place in
the electric railway industry and from
the 61 company members represented
In its first year's roster, membership
has grown tq more than 400 company
and more than 3,000 individual

NEW YORK'S BRITISH SECTION

Color

There la a Quiet Corner of Manhattan
Where the Cockney Dialect
Reigns Supreme.
New York. The British, like th
French and the Germans, love theb
own' quarter of the city. Here, souti
of Fourteenth street, is almost the
only part of New York where you ma?
hear the Cockney dialect. A few mil
lions of New Yorkers do not suspect
that any such quarter exists, bat il
must have been familiar to many a
prosperious British resident In th
days when he was a homesick newcomer glad to find the- "mutual comfort of the mother tongue" among his
follow Britons in the characteristic resorts of the region.
Vor a generation or more a saloon
of the quarter, not many years ago
owned and conducted by a man with a
Aafbceristic lowland Scotch name
and a taste for the ruder sporta thai
Britons love, has been the wmort ol

i

shoulder.
powerful
the flesh,
remedy that will nonertate
T'.AT,T,ARD'S SNOW LINIMENT pos
Fosses that power. Rubbed in where
the pain is felt is all- that is necessary
ir ioHovb Rufferine- and restore nor
mal conditions. Price 23c, 50c and
si 110 npr bottle. Sold by Central
iDrusr Co. -- Adv.
18 YEARS WEDDED

Washington, Oct. 2. Presents and
congratulations from many friends
wore received by the Vice President
and Mrs. Marshall today as remind
ers of their eighteenth wedding
They were married in An
October 2, 1895. Before
Ind.,
gola,
her marriage Mrs. Marshall was Miss
7xis Kimsey. Her father was clerk
of the court at Angola and she acted
a
a. m dpniitv. - Mr.' Marshall was
and
an
county
'in
adjoining
lawyer
made the acquaintance of his future
wife whil trying a case at Angola.

ya

ANU

PUSItS

of the Rainbow, It Is Said, Are
to Appear on the Future

'

.

-

Like a Bit of

Old England.

Scotchmen,

AND CAFt

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

VJAOT

golu

3

i.
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BECOMES

AUNT

TO

HERSELF

Now Young Bride Has Learned That
Her Marriage Was Unlawful In
New York.

Home-Keepin-

alderman.

.

ii

Far

Far

h

YOU f

--

Las Vegas Ice

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
f you

Storage Co.

RETAIL PRICES

FLOUR

FOR

RENT-employe-

d,

--

To lady or gentleman

comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers. Phone
Purple 5301.

It 's giving you
a present for do-

Ignorant

ing something
you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much

FURNISHED ROOMS for light house
keeping. 921 Lincoln.

lb.

30c per 100 lb
40c per 100 lb.
50c per 100 lb.

Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000
50 lbs., to 200 Iba., Each Delivery
Less than 50 Iba., Each Delivery

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity a
Lasting Qualities of Which Hav Made Laa Vega Famou.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Foley Kidney Pills Succeed

Because they are an honestly made
medicine that relieves promptly the
FLOUR really is. g suffering due to weak, Intive kid
neys and painful bladder action. They
Made by GERoffer a powerful help to nature in
building up the true excreting kidney
PROCESS
MAN
tissue in restoring normal action and
relieving bladder discomforts. TRY
ONE COUPON FROM
THEM. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
Drug Store. Adv.

Befer EMPRESS

foot-bnt-

STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT '$
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

--

Thirty-eig-

GiiYSTML IO

ut

tor-lur-

n.

.

g

y

that they had disobeyed the law here,

o

.

g

home-keepin-

large allowance offered her by hei
father, but makes her living by writ
they lived happily together until two irig poetry and by selling tracts in
Wall street.
weeks ago. At that time the FederaMrs. Winslow, apropos of Laboi
tion of Oriental Jews heard of their
Use TIZ,for Tender Feet, and Be Free case and explained the situation to day, said to a reporter:
From Foot Troubles.
them.
"Were it not for labor's combina
Then they were eager to right the tion the working classes would be
TIZ, for tender feet, ends all foot
wrong. At the request of the federa- worse off today than the people ol
in a sootlilni?. comforting
India and there's a little story thai
fchocs feel as easy as slippers once TIZ tion Monroe M. Goldstein, an attorney
of 140 Nassau, street, brought for them shows us what a state the people ol
lias relieved
a suit for annulment of the marriage. India are In.
your foot.
TIZ softens the
This is now pending in the supreme
"A little girl, in one of our public
hardened ski a
court.
schools was asked:
that forms corns,
"'What is the staple food of the
bunions and calof India?'
luses, relieves at
MAKES RAID IN DRESS SUIT people
" 'Famine,' the little girl answered.'
once and, finally does away
New York Police Inspector Poses ax
with them.
Very Bad Indeed.
a "Man About Town" and
Sore feet, tired
Francis Wilson, at a luncheon in
Raids Gaming House.
feet feet cUatod,
Grammercy Park, was congratulated
swollen end
are
New York. Inspector James H. on his exquisite French pronunciation,
smarting,
.quickly cured by
"I've been taken in my time," said
Gillen of the Third police inspection
TIZ, no matter
as a man about town Mr. Wilson, "for a Parisian. This,
district
posed
Jn how bad
in order to gain entrance to an al- shows what perseverance will do.
bape.feetTheof
had a hard time in the beginning to
leged gambling house on East
smelly
hth
leara French.
ummer t h e
street, near Fifth avenue.
h)lblalned foet
dress he
"In fact, in the beginning, I was as
evening
Immaculate
In
4,t winter, nr
at the door of the hopelese as the chap whose French
himself
presented
to
the
unknown
satiteacher said to him:
place and was admitted. Having
jnan or woman
who faithfully
sfied himself of the character of the
"Hereafter, monsieur, I can only
uses TIZ for ten
he called in three of his detec- teach you by correspondence."
place,
der fwt,
"Why?" the pupil asked.
all other tives, who had been waiting outside
TIZ acts right off Is
" 'Because,' said the teacher, 'if we
foot remedies. Price 25 cents at drug and and carted away a costly roulette layThe keep on this way, your pronunciation.
icnartmmit stores If your dealer won't out. No arrests were made.
we
mail,
by
with
will,
TIZ,
supply you
iianis of five patrons of the p.'nca alas will ruin mine.' "
on receipt of prioo.
v. ere ttu-eand
TIZ
TIZ
for
get
tot;
Ask
snbatttti'". Walter Imther Podge J CO
married by an

.

.

It has a very soothing and healing ef brother, saw her descend the
fect on the irritated and inflamed air
Tvassaees. and will heln very quickly.
The parents smiled and agreed
medicine when
It is a well knownO. family
he asked her In marriage. The
G. Schaefer and
that gives results.
The Nail on the Head.
law does not prohibit such an
Ottoman
Sled Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Mrs. Horatio Winslow of the wealth j
arrangement, and there Is a Biblical
sanction tor It
Guggenheim family is an ardent So
Four months ago the couple were cialist. She will have none of the

j.

RESTAURANT

.

Welshmen,

Englishmen,
rarely of Irishmen, and never, except
by accident, of anyone speaking a foreign tongue. Here unmistakable Britons of many types gathered to eat
luncheon of cold roast beef off the
joint; drink the imported English malt
liquors, talk horse and scan the ticker
for news of the races while yet racing
flourished as a tolerated form of commercialized sport in New York.
The talk is of sport rather than poll,
tics, of Great Britain rather than
America. The place has long been a
sort of second home to the homeless
newcomer, though it begins to show
signs of coming change. The British
quarter would be an admirable place
for an English speaking man to live if
he wished to disappear from the ken
of the great world uptown.
All over the less active streets of
the quarter are sunny, respectable
looking houBeB of no great size, where
lodgings may be had within a stone's
throw of one or another quiet, shady
little park. Indeed, ft is almost the
only quiet part of lower Manhattan.
Bleecker street would be the anchorite's shopping district, and he would
find here and there endurable restaurants. Indeed, a man with a taste for
study and the quiet life might do far
worse than to bury himself in the
British quarter under a vow never to
venture outside the limits of its boo th
ing domain.

;

LOBBY

G--

v;

New York. Because American law
does not permit a lady to become her
own auut, little Mrs. Annie Brgas of
West One Hundred and Fourteenth
street will loBe her husband.
Eight months ago, as Miss Annie
The changeable weather of early Ergas, fifteen, ahe traveled to the
fall brings on coughs and colds that United States from a Httle village close
have a weakening effect on the sys- to the Dardanelles to Join her family.
tem, and may become chronic. UBe It was a case of love at first eight
Volev's Honev and Tar Compound. when her uncle, her father's youngest

bo. "Wabash Ave,, Chicago.
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T5he

reach the diseased portions of the
SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
v
ear. There is only one way to cure
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
BEST
THE
deafness, and that is by constitutional
Millinery.
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Every man has heard his wife or inflamed condition of the mucous linsister, or maybe his aunt, remark, as ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rum
she glanced out of the window:
"Will you just look at the hat on bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
that woman? Suppose I wore such a when it is entirely closed, deafness
riot of colors on top of my head. I is the result, and unless the inflamcan be taken out and this tube
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 541,1
CHAPMAN
wouldn't mind it you refused to recog- mation
II
to its normal condition,
restored
I. O. of B. B.
A. M. Regular comwas
diked
Meets every flrstfrue. i
nize me on the street if I
hearing will be destroyed forever;
out that way."
and
munication
first
In the vestry roonu
of
the
month
day
nine cases out of ten are caused by
Well, the woman of your household catarrh, which is nothing but an in
In of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock
ihJrd
Thursday
p. I
will change her mind pretty soon and flamed condition of the mucous sursach month. YUltinf m. Visiting brothers are cordially in.
on
her faces.
wear the colors of the rainbow
brothers cordially
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Chariei
hair. The Futurist painters of Paris
We will give One Hundred Dollars
Wm. P. Mi'Js, Greenclay, Secretary.
have inspired the new fashion. These for any case of deafness (caused by
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
W M., H 8 .Van Petten, Secretary.
painters are weird in their ideas of catarrh) that cannot be cured by
to
color.
circulHall's Catarrh Cure. Send for
form and simply mad as
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA )
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Therefore, Mme. New Yorker will ars free.
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio. Five cents
wear hats of no particular shape or
per line each Insertion.
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Love
at Woodmen of thi Worlfl" hall, I
Reg
75c.
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Druggists,
in
combination
color
and
form
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
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be too daring to believe. For inNo
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day in each month at Ma- - each month at 8 p. m C. H. Stewart,
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Visiting
Montague,
to number of words.
ald combined with Spanish yellow.
New York, Oct. 2. The celebration without regard
are
members
especially welcort and
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DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot
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milo of electric
railway' in the country when, the as-

vn:ruieia of the face,
hands or feet requires a

-
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Thfrf wasn't a

sociation was formed and the organi
zation has seen the mileage increase
from 911 miles in 1S90 to 16,230 In
1902 and 45,173 miles in 1913.
It 13 because during the last five
years this increase has noticeably de
in nt rate of increase that
is giving attention to
association
the
reason for
,IQ effort to find out the
the decline.
rin tbf. nrocram are addresses by
the representatives of two big bank
investor's
ing houses who will give the
view of electric railway securities and
what hard work it is to sell them
Restrictions on profits caused by the
flood of regulative and paternal regulation is believed to be one reason
why when the country is clamoring
for extensions and improvements, It
is practically impossible to secure
from bond sales the necessary funds,
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Chronic Dyspepsia
The following unsolicited testimo
nial should certainly be sufficient to
give hope and courage to persons af
flicted with chronic dyspepsia. "I
have been a chronic dyspeptic for
years, and of all the medicine I have
taken, Chamberlain's Tablets have
done me more good than anything
else," says W. G. Mattlson, No. 7
Sherman St-- , Hornellsville, N. Y. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
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PARADISE

Ms Robert W.Chambers
fcy

O lrwiN Myers
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SYNOPSIS.

CHAI 1ER I Scarlett, an American
J doldier of fortune In the employ of the
i trench
Police at the outbreak
Imperial
n
j lof the
war, in ordered to
John
( larrest
Buckhurl, a leader of the
Communists, who Is suspected of having
I stolen the Jb'rench crown Jewels.
While
Brarohliny for Buckhurst Scarlett Is or-- .'
dered tug arrest Countess de Vassait and
J
her group of socialists and escort them
I to the Belgian border.
finds
CHAPTER
Sylvia
BlveH of the Odeon disguised as a peasant: und carries her to La Trappe, where-.
tha countess and her friends are aaaem-bkFranco-Prussia-

are arrested. The
CHAPTER Ill-- All
countess saves Scarlett from a fatal fall
from the roof of the house. He denounces
Buc.iihurst as the leader of the Reds and
(the Countess conducts him to where Buek-liurIs secreted.
CHAPTER IV

Uhlans descend

n

on'the place and Buckhurst escapes

tie

melee.

dur-iin- g

Scarlett is wounded.

ciil PTER

V He recovers consclous- iil the countess' home at Morsbronn
Is
cared for by the countess,
siltxje
"l battle is fousht in the streets
W. H French and Prussian soldiers.

,1

Cols fTER VI Buckhurst
professes re- waar-- e ana returns the crown jewels to

"Jnnti-

Hp riaplflma hA will cIva himHplf
up to the authorities. Scarlett doubts his

sincerity. Buckhurst urges the countess
to go to Paradise.
CHAPTER VII Buckhurst admits that
he receives pay from the Prussians for
Information which he does not give. He
secures passports to the French lines for
Scarlett, the countess and himself.

(Continued From Saturday)
CHAPTER X.
The Town-CrieThe bell in the unseen chapel sensed
Tinging as we came out on the cliffs of
Paradise, where, on the- horix on, the
eun hung low, belted with a single
ribbon of violet cloud.
Below the cliffs, on a cresoent of flat
sand, from which sluggish, roey rivulets crawled seaward, a man stood
Hooking out across the water. And
the mayor stopped and called down to
r.

"Ole, the Lizard! I want somebody to drum and read a proclamation.
'Where's Jacqueline?"
At this instant a young girl, a mere
child, appeared on the beach, dragging
e
over the ground behind her.
a
She was a lithe creature,
on throat
and ragged, with the sea-taand knee. The girl caught sight of
the mayor and gave him a laughing
greeting which he returned with a
6hrug.
"
she
"If you want a
called up, in a deliciouely fresh voice,
scarcely tinged with the accent, "I'll
xoyour edicts and I'll drum for you,
jhim:

sea-rak-

bare-limbe- d

n

town-crier,-

Itooi"

'

The girl threw her rake into a boat
land leaped upon the rocks at the base
'
of the cliff.
"Jacqueline! Don't come up that
way!" bawled the mayor, horrified.
"Hey! Robert! One!! Lizard! Stop
her or she'll break her neck"
Breathless, hot, and laughing, the
girl pulled herself up over the edge of
tho cliff. I hold out my hand to aid
her, but she pushed it away, crying,
"Thank you all the same, but here I
am."
The mayor looked at her angrily,
but, probably remembering he was at
her mercy, suppressed his wrath and
held out the telegram. "Can you read
my child?"
"Yes, I can read

that,

I

rt

The eyes of the
To armsl"
The girl's voice ceased; a dead silence reigned in the square. The men
looked at one another stupidly; a woman began to whimper.
"Th; curse is on Paradise!" cried a
hoarse voice.
The drummer was already drawing
another paper from her ragged pocket
and again in the same clear, emotionless voice, but slightly drawling her
words, she read:
"To the people of Paradise!
The
manager of the famous American traveling circus, lately returned from a
tour of the northern provinces, with
camels, elephants, lions and a magnificent company of artists, announces a
stupendous, exhibition to be held in
Lorient at greatly reduced prices, thus
enabling the Intelligent and appreciative people of Paradise to honor the
Republican circus, recently "known as
the Imperial circus, with their benevolent and discerning patronage! Long
live France! Long live the republic!
Long live the circus!"
A resounding roll of the drum en- ed the announcements; the girl slung
the drum over her shoulder, turned to
the right, and passed over the stone
bridge, sabots clicking.
The maids of Paradise were weeping
now by the fountain; the men gath
ered near, and their slow, bushed
voices scarcely rose above the ripple
of the stream where Robert the Lizard fished In silence.
I walked across to the Quimperle
road and met Jacqueline, dancing
along with her drum. We stood in the
middle
of the high-roalooking
through the dust haze, she doubtless
dreaming of the splendors to come, I
very, very tired.
Suddenly, straight out of the flaming
gates of the sunset, the miracle was
wrought Breathless, she shrank back
among the weeds, one hand pressed to
her throbbing throat. Then she caught
sight of something through the dust
that filled her with a delicious terror,
and she cried out. For there, uptow-erinin the haze, came trudging a
great, gray creature, a fearsome,
swaying thing in crimson- trappings,
flapping huge ears. It shuffled past
swinging a dusty trunk; the sparkling
horsemen cantered by, tin armor blazing in the fading glory; the chariots
dragged after, and the closed dens of
beasts rolled behind in single file, followed
where
by the
heaven-inspiremusicians played franwhite-faceclown baltically and a
anced his hat on a stick and shrielxd.
So the circus passed into Paradise;
and I turned and followed in the waka
of dust, stale odors, and clamorous discord, sick at heart of wandcrins ever
a world I had not found too kind.
And at mv heels sfo .Tncq'iPlinp.
Salnte-Anne-

!'

world are on Armorlcal

d

d

it Why not? Can't
you?"
"Read? I the mayor of Paradise!"
repeated the outraged magistrate.
CHAPTER X!.
"What do you mean, lizard of lizards!
gorse cat!" t
In Camp.
"Now if you are going to say such
We went into camp under the landthe
said
I
for
won't
drum
you,"
things
the clifiu, in a field of
child, glancing at me out of her sea- - ward glacis ofwas
to be plowed under
which
clover
to
her
blue eyes and giving a shake
In a few days. We all were thei'e exgono to teleat the first cept Ktlly Eyre, whoofhad
I gave her a hand-bill- ;
for perLorient
the
governor
graph
glance her eyes sparkled, the color mission to enter the port with the cir
deepened under her coat of amber tan;
also left camr
she caught hor breath and read rapidly cus. Another messenger
on private business for me.
to the end.
Presently We were all sitting around
"Oh, how beautiful," she said, softly.
in the glare of two'
the long carjp-tabl"Am I to read this in the square?"
our
"I will give you a franc to read It, smoky petroleum torches, eating
bread and ham and potatoes and drinkJacqueline."
Breton cider, a jui? of which Mr
"No, no only oh, do let me come ing
had purchased for a bw co.
Horan
to and see the heavenly wonders!
Would you, monsieur? 1 I cannot pers.
The hard cider cheered By ram a litpay But would could you let me
he drew a cherished cigar from
tle;
come In? I will read your notice, anyvest pocket, offered it to me, and
way," she added, with a quaver in her his
when I considerately refused, he care
voice.
frcn:
a
"Come whenever you like, Jacque- fully set it aiight with splinter
) the fire.
was indescribable.
odor
Its
line," I said. "Ask for me at the gate."
Byram appeared to have recovered
"And who are you, monsieur?"
fomet'ning of hie buoyancy and native:
name Is
Scarlett," she whispered, as though optimism.
"Gentlemen," he said, 'lot's kinder
naming a sacred thing.
b
The mayor, who had toddled some saunter over to the in and have
with
;;;;;ht-cnKelly
Eyre."
now
in
halted
the
distance ahead of us,
The lighted door of the inn hung
square, looking back at us through the
star-li- t
square;
jar as we crossed the a moment
red evening light
in
and stood
entered
Is
yram
in
drum
the
my
"Jacqueline,
chin. "Rons
his
strokiug
the
doorway,
a
of
house. Ill lend you
pair
sabots,
joor the company!" he said, lifting his
too. Come, hasten little Idler!"
;

drum-stick-

"So you can dive and Bwlm?" asked
'Speed, with a glance at me.
"Like the salmon in the Laita, mon

isieur."
'
"Under water?"
"Parbleu!"
After a pause I asked her age.
"Fifteen, M'sleu Scarlett. Won't' you
take me?" she asked, sweetly.
"I'll tell you what I'll do, Jacqueline," said I. "Very early in the morning I'll go down to your house and see
your father. Then, It he makes no objection, I'll get you to put on a pretty
swimming suit all made out of silver
scales, and you can show me, there lb
the sea, how you can dive and swim
and play at mermaid. Does that please

;And . . . well . . . they woi;
,let us pass the fortifications."

"Won't let us In?" cried Byrai ,.
hoarsely.
"I'm afraid not, governor."
you ?"
Byram stared at vg. We had combShe looked earnestly at me, then at
ed on Lorient to pull ue through as i ':; i
Speed.
as the frontier.
"Is It a promise?" she asked, In a
"Now don't take It so hard, gov
voice.
quivering
was
"I
said
friglr.
Kelly Eyre;
jernor,"
"Yes, Jacqueline."
ened myself, at first, but I'm asharci
"Then I thank you, M'sieu Scarlett
of It now. We'll pull through, an;,
..
. . and Jou, m'sieur. And I will
,how."
'be
waiting for you, when you come
said
Speed, cheerily
"Certainly,"
. We live in the house below the
.
,"We'll drum up the whole district frou: Saint-Julielight . . . My fathei
Pontivy to Auray and from Penman-'.- ; is
pilot of the port. . . . Any bod j
Point to Plouharnel! Why should th'
Breton peasantry not come? Don will tell you." . . .
"I will not forget," said I.
they walk miles to the Pardons?"
t
She bade us
very prettily
A gray pallor settled on Byram':
stepped back out of the circle of torch
sunken face; with It came a certa:
and vanishedthere is no othei
dignity which sorrow sometime, ilight,
word for it.
brings even to men like him.
"Young gentlemen," he said, "I'r
obliged to you. These here reverse
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
come to everybody, I guess. The Lor
knows best; but lr he'll Just lemnu
run my show a leetle longer, I'll pe
WORDS FIT CASES
my debts an' say. Thy will be don;; MAKING
,

n

'

good-nigh-

amen!"

After a painful silence he row
steadying himself with hie hand o
Eyre's broad shoulder, and tihambit

battered hat.
The few Bretons in the wineroom returned his civility; he glanced about
and his eye fell on Kelly Byre, Speed'
assistant balloonist, seated by the win
dow with Horan.
"Well, gents," said Byram, hopefully,
"an" what aire the prospects t emilin'
dawn has
fortune when
came again to kiss us back to life?"
"Rotten." said Byre, pushing a
across the oak table.
By ram's face fell.; he .picked up the

-

d

tele-gra-

Negroes Pervert the Language in a
Way That Often Affords Joyous Satisfaction.

Penile familiar with negro dialect
tendencies are often as much impressed as amused by the evidence of
a sort of guilefulness which animates,
or seems to animate, a negro's perversion of words. There is joyous satisfaction to be had out of all such words
as "suhvig'rous," which means a little
more than vigorous, 'wullerwups" for
"lallygag" in such
phrases as "coax and lallygag,"
word between
"jounce" as a half-wabounce
and jump, "squinch" for
"quench," "petterfacktid" for "petrified," "wizzle," which is as good as
"weazen" and "shrivel" put together,
and so on. But better still is the flexible and seemingly purposeful onomatopoeia back of the negro mother's
in the following case:
She had come down to the calaboose
to plead with the keeper for her son
'Lige, who, for obvious reasons and by
devious meanderings, had landed there
The
from a neighbor's henhouse.
mother was a tremendously popular
woman with the whites of the little
town, who were accustomed to see to
it that for the sake of her worth as
woman and worker the law went leniently with 'Lige. When, on this day,
she put in her plea, the calaboose
keeper, a jovial man, who could never
resist drawing out the evidence of her
wit, said to her: "Now, Aunt Jinny,
you know that we've got to have 'Lige
up in supplementary proceedings "
"Yesseh," she broke in; "an' I knows
all dem dar
dat whin yeh git thoo
splendidempty p'ceedin's I's gwine hab
my boy back, so why cayn't yet des
tu'n eem oveh to meh hyeh an' now?"
y

Mi
"Long Live the Republic!

word-makin- g

Long Live

the Circus!"
out across the square,

muttering
something about his elephant and hie

camel.
Speed paid the insignificant bill
emptied hia glass, and nodded at me.
"It's all up," he said, soberly.
"Let's come back to camp and tali
it over," I said.
Together we traversed the square under the stars, and entered the field ol
clover. In the dim, smoky camp al'
lights were out except one
torch stuck in the ground between tlu
two tents.
Speed Lad some cigarettes, and hs
laid the pink 'package on the table.
lighted one when he did.
"Do you really think there's a
chance?" he asked, presently.
"I don't know," I said.
"Well, we can try."
"Oh yes."
"I'll tell you what," Speed said, "il
ve only had that poor little girl, Misi
Clr.rldse, ve'd er.teh these Bretons
all
That's what took tha coast-folever Europe, so Grisg says."
Mu;s Clarldge had performed in a
large glass tank as tha "Leaping Mermaid." It took like wildfire according
to our
We had
never seen her; she was killed by
diving into her tatsk when the circus
was at Antwerp in April.
"Can't we get up something like
that?" I suggested, hopelessly.
"Who would do it? Miss Claridge's
s
who's
are in the prop-box-;
to wear them?"
He began to say something else, but
stopped suddenly, eyes fixed. Jacqueline stood behind me in the smoky
lif,ht of the torch Jacqueline, bare of
arm and knee, with her
eyes
cluster
very wide and the witch-locking around the dim oval of her face.
After a moment's absolute silence she
said: "I came from Paradise. Don't
you remember?"
' Of
course I remember you, Jacque
line. And I have an idea you ought to
k

fellow-performer-

.

fish-tight-

sea-blu- e

s

be in bed."
"Won't you

Scarlett"

We entered the mayor's garden,
where the flowers were glowing in the
luster of the setting sun. The mayor
soon reappeared with drum and drumsticks in one hand and a pair of sabots
In the other. "Go, my child," he said,
and Jacqueline marched through the
garden out into the square by the founs
clutched In one
tain,
tanned flat, th Bcrolls of paper In the
othor.
In the center of the square she stood
a moment, looking around; then raised

chapel."

p

v

"My

demonsTraTe

swim farther, I car. dive deeper, I can
,run faster, with bare feet or with sabots, than anybody, man or woman
.from
the; Beacon to Our
Lady's

"Well, governor? Oh er the teh
gram?" asked Speed, like a' man fishing for time.
"Yes, the telegram," said Byram,
tiently.
I'Well, you see they have ju3t hear-in the i o:
of the terrible smash-ugovernor. "Metz has surrendered w'
Bazaine's entire army. And they'i
.naturally frightened at Lorient. . .

d

g

been

often," she went on, earnestly. "I can

r
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the drum-stickthere came a click, a
flash of metal, and the quiet square
echoed with a startling outcrash. Already a knot of people had gathered
around her; others came swiftly to
windows and doorsteps; the loungers
left their stone benches by the river,
the maids of Paradise flocked from the
bridge. The drum-rol- l
ceased.
"Attention! Men of Pinistere! By
order of the governor of Lorient, all
men between the ages of twenty and
forty, otherwise not exempt, are ordered to report at the navy yard barof Lorient, on the 6th
racks, war-poof November of the present year, to
join trie army of the Loire.
"Bretons I France calls t Answer
'Saint-Annwith your ancient battle-cry-,
I

la "Paradise has

telegram ahI Tumbled In ".is cout fc:
his spectacles with unsteady hand.
"Let me read it, governor." sai'i
Speed, and took the blue papm- froi;;
Byram's unresisting, stubby !! '., !.
"Oho!" he muttered, scanning tb
message; "well well, it's not so ba
as all that "
"Well, sir?" said Byram, in a

,
.
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HATS ONLY

500 YEARS

OLD

King Charles II. Started the Fashion
of Wearing That Kind of
Head Covering.
Once in a while we do seem to
come across something which ancient
people did not possess. Hats apparently figure among this number.
For hats, we are told, did not become a well established custom until
some 500 years ago. In the year 1449,
when Charles II. entered Rouen aftei
its recapture by the French from the
English, tho people there had never
Theit
before set eyes on a hat.
amazement, therefore, can be pio
tured as they gazed upon their king
riding past them in pomp and on his
head a gorgeous hat lined with varicolored silk and gayly bedecked with
huge plumes.
Of course every one followed his
example. Hats began to make theit
appearance in shop windows and
women and men alike labored ovei
the constructing of elaborate headpieces, each one attempting to sur
pass his neighbor if possible. Bui
they were expensive and it was s
long time before they could be worn
except by the prosperous classes.
In the course of time, however, thej
became a more commonplace thing
and people of all classes were able to

afford them.

down?" asked Speed.

"Thank you," said Jacqueline, grave
Subscribe

;iy.

She seated herself on a Back of

The Optic.

saw-idus-

clasping her slender hands between her knees, and looked earnestly
'at tho elephant Speed asked her, Jest
;ingly, why she did not Join the circus,
"It is what I wish," she said, under
her breath.
"And ride white horses?"
"Will you take me?" she cried, passionately, springing to her feet
Amazed at her earnestness, I tried
to explain that such an idea was out
of the question. She listened anxious
ly at first, then her eyes fell and she
stood there In the torch-lighhead
hanging.
' "I should like to see
a circus," she
said. "Then I should know what to do.
That I canswlng higher than any girt
t,

for
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peantuce. Then another prisoner was
led before this arbitrary bar of Justice. It was the man who limped.
"Do you know
this personage?"
IT WAS ONLY A LOAN was demanded by the judge.
"F have seen him but once be
fore."
By SELINA LILLIAN HIGGINS.
"Where and when?"
When a strange came up to Guj
"In Chihuahua, not two hours since."
Marsden at Chihuahua and in very
"You gave him money?"
good English asked him for a dollar
Before Guy could speak, the crippte
he gave him two.
He had never seen the man before Interrupted.
"He gave me charity. I knew your
but something in his face, clear, smil missions wers after me; I was penniing, attractive, won the American'
less. He speaks the truth we are
sympathyr The man limped badly utter strangers. I sought to leave
his attire was cleanly but well worn town with
the funds he loaned me and
he asked for help as though he needed was
interrupted."
it and his bow of gratitude was thai
"Did you know that this man, Pedro
of a courtier.
Vaduro, is the chief spy of the gov"With your card, please," he said; ernment?" demanded the
judge ol
"it is only a loan," and Guy favored Guy.
him. Then his pensioner drifted away
"I did not"
in the crowd and Guy forgot all about
"We cannot believe that; you have
him.
in the city long after your
lingered
an
There was more than
ordinar) business is done. We find you in
reason for this. The times wer
league with one Morse, whose relastormy and uncertain and each sue tives were our enemies. Remove the
ceedlng day crowded with Incident
till we pass Judgment."
of grave alarm and oftentimes peril prisoners
And one hour later the two prisonTwo weeks previous the young com
ers, secured in a darksome cell,
merclal traveler had received dis learned
through hearing a conversatraveler?
house
he
the
from
patches
tion between two turnkeys, that they
busito
close
his
for, advising him
up
were to be taken to the public plaza
ness in Mexico and return home until at
daylight and shot as spies.
affairs in that zone of fierce
"It la a
recompense for your
intensive strife should quiet down kindness topoor
me, senor," observed Vato
was
obey duro.
doubly willing
Guy
these orders so far as he was indiGuy Bhrugged his shoulders. He
vidually concerned, but there was t tried to be brave and resigned to his
In
was
bus!
no
case.
the
There
lady
fate.
ness whatever to be done at Chihua"The fortunes of war, my friend,"
hua, but he had lingered there until he said lightly.
his presence had attracted the atten"Still, it will not be at
tion of the revolutionary leaders, and it will not be on the plaza. daybreak,
We shall
had
dark and threatening
glances
be far enough away from here long
more than once convinced him that before then.
Senpr, if I open the way
he was suspected of being an ally of to freedom, can you arrange for the
the contending faction or a spy.
rest?"
It was at Chihuahua at a prettj
"You mean to reach the border?"
town
that
of
the
hacienda at the edge
"I do."
he had met Lucetta Morse. She and
"I am sure that I can provide for
her father had come to the place to a speedy flight."
settle up an estate of her dead moth
"Then lead the way when I have
er, who was of Spanish descent. They, done my work,"
spoke Vaduro quietly.
too, were aware of the rebellion, but
In amazement Guy saw the man
were awaiting the final closing up of remove a
portion of his clothes. His
their business. It would be dangerous limping was
explained now. With a
resolved
and
the
Guy
border,
crossing
shrewd pleased smile on his face his
he
to postpone his departure until
companion proceeded to unset the
could accompany them.
artificial limb he wore.
Guy got away from the crowded
From its hollow interior, a secret
fail
the
on
a
call
bent
upon
street,
storehouse of value indeed, he prolook
to
young girl who had grown
duced a half dozen tools.
for his coming with a happy heart
"Proceed," he hailed gaily, as he
soon had the bars of the cell out of
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Willie There's a man out ther
who says he has not had anything to
eat for two weeks.
His Ma Is he a tramp?
Willie No, ma; he says he is
summer boarder.

MODERNIZED

"Willie Flitabout is insulted now il
J
anyone calls him a horse fly."
"Why?"
"He says he's been on autos eve
since they turned the livery into 4
garage."
QUITE

A

TRAVELER

place.
The

sweet, cool breeze blew refreshingly into their faces. Hope and
enlivened them as they
buoyancy
reached the Morse hacienda unobserved and in safety.
It was a quick dash for liberty now.
At daybreak the vehicle containing
them had passed the district line'.
They broke the trail by abandoning
It. There was a somewhat wearisome
foot flight and then at noon next day
in the distance the Rio Grande and
the Stars and Stripes welcomed them
to a hospitable American encampment
two miles distant.
"We have won," pronounced Guy
proudly, as they stepped aboard the
skiff to cross the broad river.
Mr. Morse gave him a grateful look
and Lucetta her eyes met his, glowing with the lovelight that always
tells lt3 own story.
(Copyright, 1313, by W. a. Chapman.)
POINTS OUT EVIL OF JARGON

C

r

Little Dos
haven't you?

v

You've

(in

m f

i'ir'.

traveled

'

X

some

Big Dog Well, I should say! I've
crossed the water on my bark several
Using Hamlet's Soliloquy as Example, times.
English Writer Makes His Point
Cleverly.
AN IGNORAMUS
Looks Considerably Like the Fellow
"Prose which was not prose" was
I Noticed
Behind Me.
the definition given of "Jargon" by
Sir A. Quiller-Coucwho chose this
More than once In his stroll he fan- as the
subject of the lecture delivered
cied that his footsteps were dogged,
at Cambridge, England, in
but that had occurred before and he recently
his capacity of King Edward VII. promade no effort to conceal his destinaThere
fessor oi Khigiish literature.
tion.
were, he said, two main vices of jar
said
"We have glad news-foyou,"
The rirst was tnat it used cirLucetta brightly, aj she met him on gon.
cumlocution rather than short, straight
the piazza of her Mexican home.
and the second was that it
"I am happy to hear that," said Guy speech;
habitually chose vague, woolly, ab
"You mean ?"
stract nouns rather than concrete
"Father closed up his business thu ones.
afternoon. We are free to go now.
To illustrate the ravage effected
He wishes to see if you will join u
by jargon, the lecturer reconstructed
in leaving Chihuahua."
the celebrated soliloquy of Hamlet.
"Do you think I could linger behir.-"To ba or not to be," as follows:
with the prospect Of two days in yon;
"To be, or the contrary? Whether
company?" inquired Guy tenderly, mr' the former or tho later be preferable
frou.:
ran
and
blushed
away
Lucetta
would seem to admit of some differhim as her father approached.
ence of opinion, the answer in the
"We have made all our arrangepresent case being of an affirmative or
ments," said Mr. Morse. "Can yon of a negative character, according as
f
be here about midnight, ready to ac- to whether
"What's your name, my son?"
one elects on the one hand
"Sa-ay- !
company us?"
If you ain't never hear of
mentally to suffer the disfavor of for"Surely,", replied Guy. "Is there tune, albeit in an extreme degree, or ME dere's no use tellln,' you an?4
need of secrecy and dispatch?"
on the other boldly to envisage ad- thing."
"I fear so. One, of the servants verse conditions in the prospect of
told us that we are under the ban, and
eventually bringing them to a conSHE KNEW HIM
may be detained. A conveyance will clusion. The condition of sleep is simbe here at midnight, and we can steal ilar to, if not
from,
indistinguishable
away and get a fair start before our that of depth, and with the addition
absence is noted in the morning."
of finality the former might be con"I shall return in two hours," prom- sidered
identical with the latter, so
ised Guy. "That lurking fellow in
in this connection it might be arthat
considlooks
the cloak and sombrero
gued with regard to sleep that, could
erably like the man I noticed behind the addition be effected, a terminame when I came here," he reflected,
tion would be put to the endurance
rs he started for his hotel intent on of a
multiplicity of inconveniences,
a hasty packing to join his friends.
not to mention a number of downright
Yes, the man was following him.
evils, Incidental to our fellow humanC.ty was sure of thr.t as ho ncared a
ity, find thus a consummation achieved
fellow
saw
street.
Then he
the
busy
of a most gratifying nature."
approach and speak to one of the
That, said Sir Arthur, was jargon,
police guards at a corner. The latter and to write jargon- - waa to be perovertook
Guy.
Instantly
around in the fog
"You will have to accompany me, petually shuffling
cotton wool of abstract terms.
and
Senor," he said resolutely.
"Why, and where?" demanded Guy.
To Be Greatest Arch Bridge.
"Because of the order of tha Pro
Work on the foundations of what
visional Committee they demand your
when completed, will be by far the
presence."
In existence, is
Guy knew it was useless to demur. protest arch bridge
He had seen too much of the auto being actively prosecuted at Hell
Daisy She took up higher m&iu
cratic tyranny of the insurrectionists Gate, in the East River, New York. niRtics at college,
been
which
hag
The
designed
bridge,
to resist their
mandates. Within
Malsle Yes, and even at tht V,
half an hour he was arraigned before by GuKtav Lindenthal, will contain a bet she can't figure put
ba Jii
steel arch span of 1.00S Shy boy is going to
the committee in questiou. The spy
propose.
who bad followed biin put. ia srj y- - feet
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automobile lamps
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OPEN
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Try a Jram ot Old Taylor Bourbon
Adv.
at the Opera Bar.
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JUrs. A. ForbeB yesterday celebrat
GOOD DISPLAYS ARE MADE IN
ed with her family her seventieth
SPITE OF UNFAVORABLE
birthday. Mrs. Forbes received many
WEATHER
congratulations.
The San Miguel county fair opened
Saturday morning 10 o'clock at ihe this morning at 10 o'clock at the armcity pound a buckskin mare with balj ory. The farmers from the different
face, and a bay colt will be auctioned. parts of the
county came ,11 this
Ben Coles, City Marshal. Adv.
morning with numbers of exhibits. A t
noon today all the tables
for
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged agricultural exhibits were arrangedwhile
filled
In wood.
Direct from the distillery the various
booths wore icjupfed by
to you. At the Lbby, ot course.
articles.
interesting
AdT.
Among the interesting things at the
armory is the exhibit preparel by
A marriage license was Issued this the
woman's work department. Lace,
moraine at the court house toBeatrlz
fancy work of all kinds, and, in fact,
Gonzales, aged 23, of Saladitos, and
everything that is made by woman
Apolonio Ortiz, aged 23, of
is displayed there. The entire west
side of the balcony is being used by
this department. The fruit at the
There will be a dance tomorrow
fair is rather limited, but an excellent
night at the Commercial club rooms.
of apples is shown.
All members of the club and their la display
If the weather conditions are such
to
are
dies
be pres
cordially invited
that the program may be followed,
ent.
tomorrow wijl be a big day at Amusement park. The c5w p"unchers who
Although the weather conditions were to come in to do
the fancy ridwere disagreeable to a certin degree
at
were seen on the
the
ing
park
mesa
came
the
of
today, the farmers
streets today and judging from their
in this morning by wagon loads. The
looks the riding will not be slow.
was
attendance at the fair
large and
The program for tomorrow aftera larger crowd is expected tomorrow.
noon shows that the Greater Las
hand will furnish music. There
Dr. F. E. Olney, a veteran of tlio Vegas
will be a foot race for everybody at
civil war and a member of the board
the opening and a
sack race
of regents of the New Mexico Normal
under-1for
of
age will
years
boys
University, will make an address be- follow.
will beraces
the
horse
Then,
fore the students tomorrow morning
will
There
a
be
dash, a
gin.
at 9:45 o'clock on the Grand Army
dash
a
and
dash,
reunion at Chattanooga. All old soldiers and the general public are In with two prizes for each race. Bronco
busting will follow, and will include
vited to he present.
several minor stunts. The riding of
a" saddle will follow
E. C. de Baca, as president of the the bull without
bronco'
and then will come
the
busting
board of trustees of the New Mexico
the roping and tieing of a steer. The
for
the
has
Insane,
Hospital
applied
to the probate court for the appoint last event on the program is the rement of Hilda M. Seaberg of Raton lay race that is to be run at half mile
as guardian and curator of Selnia jumps.
This program should be fast and
Swanson, a patient at the hospital,
who possesses a policy for $1,000 In full ot interest for all spectators. It
has not been decided as yet as to
the Fraternal Brotherhood.
whether the fair shall be continued
The J. C. Johnsen and Son Under over Saturday, but the committee in
taking company late yesterday after charge will announce its intentions
noon received a telegram from the tomorrow morning.
postmaster at Springfield, Mo., to the
effect that the parents of J. H. Nation, who was killed in this city last STRIKERS HUE
Tuesday, now reside in Max Creek,
Mo.
Thomas Johnsen this morning
A BOARDING HOUSE
sent several wires to Max Creek.
This afternoon he was notified to
send the body to Mclntoshj. N. M., BOWEN AND SUFFIELD, NEAR
for burial.
TRINIDAD, SEND IN DISQUIETING REPORTS
An interesting feature of the county
fair tomorrow will be the bottling of
Trinidad, Col., Oct. 2. The sheriff
milk according to hygienic
rules. and hi3 deputies are today pressing an
Fred Corbett, a local dairyman, has investigation of the reported shooting
set up his machinery in the armory at Bowen and Suffield last night in
and will bottle all the milk for his which
striking miners from Suffield
afternoon. tent "colony are said to have opened
regular trade tomorrow
Numerous new exhibits came in this fire
upon a boarding house at Bowen
afternoon. There are 30 pens of fowls and exchanged shots with armed'
in the poultry exhibit, while 23 blooded
guards stationed at the camp. The
fair sheriff seeks to ascertain the identity
dogs have been entered. The
will open tonight.
of all those who took part, and a number of arrests are expected to follow.
JEWISH NEW YEAR
No report of the. affair' has been reLas Vegas was rather quiet in a
ceived at headquarters of the United
business way today, all the stores
Mine Workers here, according to a
owned by Jewish people being closed
statement of International Vice Presiin honor of the celebration of the
dent Frank J. Hayes, who said all he
Hebrew New Year's Day.
knew about it is hearsay.
Special services at Temple Monte-fiorHayes in a statement today mainoccurred this morning and were
tained that despite the statements of
service
greatly enjoyed. A special
the number of
also was given last night when Dr. operators concerning
95 per cent of the
men
at
work,
fully
Jacob Landau addressed his congreminers of Colorado are on strike and
gation. The day was observed by evthe number steadily is increasing
ery Jewish resident.
every day.

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
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"Nothing doing around

1J

here electric lights are
worse than pistols and
bull dogs.
"Let's quit while the

quitting is good."
The annals of crime bear no record
of a wired house ever having been
Let us wire your
burglarized
house for Edison Mazda Lamps.
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Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom jiou canj
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TRIPLE HEADER

New York, Oct.

downpour

2,-- The

which prevented baseball yesterday
ceased early today and it was hoped
that the several inch rainfall would
be sufficiently absorbed by afternoon
for the staging ot a unique baseball
diversion at the Polo grounds. A
"triple header" was scheduled be
tween the New York and Philadelphia Nationals, the first of the three
games being the finishing of the
gafte at Philadelphia on August 30,
when Umpire Brennan stopped play
in the ninth inning because of trou?
ble with the bleacher crowd.
called
Instructions for the play-of- f
for resumption of the game just
where it left off with exactly the
same players in the contest, the
score standing 8 to 6 in favor of the
Phillies, with the Giants at bat and
Two regular
games
one man out.
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Washington, Oct, 2. Senate: Appropriations committee reported urgent deficiency mill, endorsing abolishment of commerce court but extending terms of its judges to December 31.
Nine hills authorizing bridges over
navigable rivers were passed.
Attempt was made to pass Hetch
Hetchy bill," but it was put aside.
Conference report on tariff bill was
iaken up and debated.
Banking committee heard bankers
on currency legislation.
Commerce committee agreed to re
port favorably seamen's voluntary
servitude bill.
House: Met at noon.
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late Lester Jacobs, United States
here during the great fire
of 1906, shows that the vaults were
robbed of $2,000 on or about April 18,
1900, the date of the fire.
Jacobs
made good the loss privately, and the
claim of his heirs against the government for reimbursement is valued

at
j

Turkeys, Ducks, Springs and Hens
...

Salmon, Halibut

Cranberries and Sweet Potatoes
rr.. r

ii

nil.

During the confusion of the fire and
the days immediately following, the
subtreasury vaults were guarded by
United States soldiers. A week later
they were opened by a locksmith and
$2,000 was found to have disappeared.
The loss was never publicly known
before; today, although tjhere were
rumors at the time.

ANGELL NO BETTER
Ann Arbor, Mich., Oct. 2. The
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$2,000 WERE STOLEN
San Francisco, Oct. 2.- - An inventory filed today tff the estate of the

TITTIfAN

NAID

Good Supply

AS

DISTRICT ATTORNEY
A

CSiDY, Ltd. Prescnls

IS 1

i

hi

GRIFFITH

1

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 2 E. D. Titt-ma- n
of Hillsboro was appointed yesterday afternoon to succeed John E.
Griffith, district attorney for the Seventh district of New Mexico, who died
recently. Mr. Tittman is a democrat.
He was appointed a member of the
board of regents of the New Mexico
Normal University at Las Vegas last
winter, but failed of confirmation by
the senate. Mjr. Tittman was a
member of the constitutional convention of 1910 and is well known
throughout the state.
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HARVEY'S
tending physicians announced today
Famous mountain ranch; 31st sea
that although Dr. James 0. Angtll,
the aged president emeritus of the son. Old management, old rates. Car
Leave
University of Michigan, experienced jriage out every Saturday.
reat Murphey's or Plaza hotel.
a restless night, his condition
Adv.
mained practically unchanged.
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BLANKETS

The report of the Carnegie public
library for September shows tnat the
institution during the past month has
not proven as popular as usually is
the case in the first month of school.
The number of books in the library
on August 31 was 8,200. During the
month of September four were added
by gift, Mrs. W. J. Lucas and Miss
Elaa Crawford each donating two
books, andl 34 books were added by
purchase, making the total number
on September 30, 8,238.
The number of books loaned during
this month was 497, a s'ight increase
over August. The number"of persons
using the library caused the most
startling feature of the report, During the month of August 1,285
Visited the building, rmt the refor
last month shows that only
port
819 people utilized the facilities. The
number of cards issued to new patrons
was five. During August 15 cards
were issued to new patrons. The number of daily papers in the library at
the close of last month was four the
number of monthly magazines was 13
and the number of weekly periodicals
was four.
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SIX MONTHS IN LONDON

